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Warrant for Annual Meeting
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Milford in the
County of Hillsborough in said State, qualified
to vote in Town Affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at Town Hall
in said Milford, on Tuesday, the 10th day of March,
next, at eight of the clock in the forenoon, to act
upon the following subjects:
1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the
year ensuing.
2. To raise such sums of money as may be nec-
essary to defray town charges for the ensuing year
and make appropriations of the same.
3. To act upon the reports of all town officers,
agents and committees, and raise and appropriate
money relative thereto.
4. To see if the town will vote to secure State
Assistance for improvement of Class 5 highways
under the law passed at Januar}r session 1935.
5. To see what sum of money the town will vote
to raise and appropriate for town officers' salaries,
town officers' expenses, election and registration ex-
penses, municipal court expenses, repairs and sup-
plies for the town house, police protection, fire pro-
tection, moth extermination, collection of garbage,
health department, vital statistics, town main-
tenance of highways, general expense of highway
department, street lighting, Milford Free Library,
town poor, Memorial Day, parks and playgrounds,
cemeteries, interest on temporary loans, interest on
bonded debts, interest on serial notes, water and
electric utilities, damages and legal expense, town
construction of highways, state aid construction of
highways, sidewalk construction, sewer construc-
tion, payment on principal of debts, state taxes, and
county taxes.
6. To see if the town will vote to authorize the
selectmen to borrow money in anticipation of taxes,
if necessary, as provided by law of 1907.
7. To see if the town will vote to raise and ap-
propriate the sum of $200.00 toward the main-
tenance of the Milford Community House.
8. To see if the town will vote to raise and ap-
propriate $97.50 to pay for fire insurance on the
Community House, said policy running from March
29, 1935 to December 29, 1938.
9. To see if the town will authorize the Select-
men to accept on behalf of the town, any Federal
or State Grants, that may be offered for the pur-
pose of giving employment for labor.
10. To see if the town will authorize the Select-
men to administer or dispose of any real estate ac-
quired by the town through Tax Collector's deeds.
11. To see what action the town will take rela-
tive to the O. W. Lull Memorial Fund.
12. To see if the town will vote to make an ap-
propriation for advertising the town through the
Monadnock Region Association.
13. To see if the town will vote to buy a tractor
for snow removal and raise and appropriate money
for the same.
14. To see if the town will vote to renew the
lease to the Ricciardi-Hartshorn Post, No. 23,
American Legion, of the rooms now occupied by
this organization, for another period of five years
at the terms of the previous lease.
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15. To see if the town will vote to raise and ap-
propriate $200.00 to secure Federal Aid to sponsor
National Youth Administration Movement.
16. To see if the town will vote to raise and ap-
propriate $300.00 to secure Federal Aid for index-
ing Vital Statistics of the town.
17. To transact any other business that may le-
gally come before said meeting.
Given under our hands and seal, this 24th day






Warrant for School Meeting
THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
To the Inhabitants of the School District in the
Town of Milford, qualified to vote in district affairs:
You are hereby notified to meet at the Town
Hall in said district on the 10th day of March, 1936,
at three o'clock in the afternoon, to act upon the
following subjects:
1. To choose a Moderator for the coming year.
2. To choose a Clerk for the ensuing year.
3. To choose a Member of the School Board for
the ensuing three years.
4. To choose a Treasurer for the ensuing year,
July 1, 1936 to June 30, 1937.
5. To determine and appoint the salaries of the
School Board and Truant Officer, and fix the com-
pensation of any other officers or agents of the
District.
6. To hear the reports of Agents, Auditors,
Committees, or officers heretofore chosen, and pass
any vote relating thereto.
7. To choose Agents, Auditors and Committees
in relation to any subject embraced in this Warrant.
8. To see if the District will vote to make any
alteration in the amount of money required to be
assessed for the ensuing year for the support of
public schools and the payment of the statutory ob-
ligations of the District, as determined by the
School Board in its annual report.
9. To see how much money the District will
raise and appropriate for special repairs and alter-
10
ations of school buildings and grounds, for new
equipment, new construction, furnishings and re-
placements.
10. To see how much money the District will
raise and appropriate for insurance on school prop-
erty.
11. To see if the Milford School District will
vote to erect a gymnasium over the Mechanic Arts
addition to the High School Building and to install
a new boiler and heating equipment in the High
School Building and to issue serial notes to an
amount not to exceed $20,000 to finance the same.
12. To see if the Milford School District will
vote to instruct the Moderator to appoint a com-
mittee of five citizens to act with the School Board
on the erection of said building and installation of
said heating equipment.
13. To transact any other business that may le-
gally come before said meeting.
Given under our hands at said Milford, this









$2503 54 $2503 54
729 51 729 51
1721 33 1721 33




Estimates of Revenue and Expenditures for the En-
suing Year, Feb. 1, 1936 to Jan. 31, 1937, Com-
pared with Actual Revenue and Expenditures








Building and Loan Associa-
tion tax
For fighting forest fires
Relief reimbursement
From Local Sources Except Taxes:
















Motor vehicle permit fees
222 24
385 85 300 00
3042 16 3000 00






2114 86 3200 00
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From Local Taxes Other
Than Property Taxes:
(a) Poll taxes 2782 00 3000 00
(b) Nat'l. Bank stock taxes 1804 00 1304 00
Temporary notes 28500 00
Dog licenses to school dist. 739 27
Bal. of appropriation
to school 18553 00
Cash on hand (surplus) 1034 09




Amt. to be raised by
property taxes
Total Revenues





$202,500 99 $40,695 30
12,503 43
$215,004 42




Town officers' salaries $2420 00 $2425 00
Town officers' expenses 1359 02 1400 00
Election and registration exp . 102 25 425 00
Municipal Court expenses 382 00 400 00
Expenses town hall and
other town buildings 3299 41 4200 00
Protection of Persons
and Property:
Police department 3679 70 3700 00





Health dept., includ'g hospit;als 630 00 700 00
Vital statistics 89 25 100 00
Sewer maintenance 637 35 1500 00
Garbage 500 00 500 00
Highways and Bridges:
Town maintenance 10035 64 10500 00
Street lighting 5386 64 5400 00





Libraries 2800 00 2800 00
Library bequest committee 500 00
Public Welfare:
Town poor and old age
















On long term notes
Outlay for New Construction
and Permanent Improvements:
Highways and Bridges:
Myrtle St. and Adams St. 864 16 4000 00
Bank, West St. 58 22 75 00
2300 00 2300 00
795 51 800 00
62 75 100 00
230 63 1200 00
456 25 281 25
2505 00 2500 00
1049 25 800 00
1926 80 600 00
403 50 200 00
9641 72 7000 00







Taxes bought by town
Abatements
Indebtedness :
Payment on principal of debt:
(a) Temporary notes 28500 00
(b) Long term notes 3500 00 3000 00
Payments to Other Govern-
mental Divisions:
State taxes 12285 00 12285 00
County taxes 17467 28 17467 27
Payments to school districts 53803 66 51774 00
Total Expenditures $195,426 09 $162,732 52
Outstanding orders 1934
paid 1935 323 32
$195,749 41
Outstanding orders 1935 332 08
195,417 33
Cash on hand 19,587 09
$215,004 42
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INVENTORY OF TOWN FOR 1935
Real Estate $3,617,932 00
Horses, 119 8,390 00
Cows, 607 29,084 00
Other neat stock, 18 522 00
Sheep, 14 56 00
Fowls, 9,571 9,271 00
Goats, 8 150 00
Foxes, 4 100 00
Vehicles 100 00
Wood and lumber 3,000 00
Pumps and tanks 13,400 00
Stock in trade 428,938 00
Mills and machinery 359,324 00
$4,470,267 00
Poll taxes, 2141 s $4,282 00
Exemption of soldiers $36,575 00
SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
1. Town hall, lands and buildings $40,000 00
Furniture and equipment 3,000 00
2. Libraries, lands and buildings
Furniture and equipment 12,000 00
4. Fire department, lands and buildings
Equipment 24,500 00
5. Highway department, lands and
buildings 3,000 00
Equipment 7,000 00
6. Parks, commons and playgrounds 2,000 00
7. Water supply, if owned by town 160,000 00





We hereby certify that we have examined the
items, vouchers and accounts of the following de-
partments and find them correct to our best knowl-
edge and belief:
Clerk of Board of Selectmen
Building Inspector
Overseer of the Poor
Treasurer Water Board
Treasurer Trustees of Trust Funds
Treasurer Park Commission
Town Treasurer
Treasurer Milford Free Library
Justice Municipal Court
Treasurer Trustees of Trust Fund
Town Clerk
Tax Collector
Treasurer Board of Fire Engineers
Road Agent
Treasurer Livermore Community House Committee
Treasurer Memorial Day Committee
We examined the securities held by the Trustees
of Trust Funds, and find them in proper order.
We also examined and wish to certify that the
accounts of the School Board and the Treasurer of
the School District were examined for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1935, and are correct to our
best knowledge and belief.
The surety bonds covering the bonded officers of
the town were examined by us and found to be in
proper order.
The insurance policies covering the several
buildings of the town were examined by us and









In hands of treasurer
Taxes bought by town
Uncollected taxes:
Poll
(a) Levy of 1935
(b) Levy of 1934




Net Surplus, Jan. 31, 1935















Accounts Owed by the Town:
Orders outstanding
Due to School Districts:
(a) Dog licenses
(b) Bal. of appropriation
Long Term Notes Outstanding:
Soldiers Memorial $3000 00





Total Liabilities $27,124 35
Excess of assets over liabilities (surplus) 42,025 23
Grand Total $69,149 58
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to coirtor, '35 $141,3.99 53
Less discounts '35 923 17
Less uncoil. '35 33,692 71
1. Property taxes, current
year, actually coll. $105,117 93
2. Poll taxes, current
year, actually collected 2,782 00
3. National bank stock taxes 1,804 00
Total of current year's
collections $109,703 93
4. Property and poll taxes,
previous years, actually
collected 32,211 46
5. Tax sales redeemed 6,975 61
From State:
7. Reimbursement for town
poor—old age asst.—soldiers' aid 4,219 12
8. Interest and dividend tax 2,503 54
9. Insurance tax 729 51
10. Railroad tax 1,721 33
11. Savings bank tax 4,050 56




13. Fighting forest fires 116 95
From Local Sources, Except Taxes:
17. Dog licenses 739 27
18. Business licenses and permits 164 25
19. Fines and forfeits, municipal court
1934, $222.24; 1935, $385.85 608 09
20. Rent of town property 3,042 16
24. Income from water works 3,000 00
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1. Town officers' salaries $2420 00
2. Town officers' expenses 1359 02
3. Election and registration
expenses 102 25
4. Municipal court expenses 382 00
5. Expenses town hall and
other town buildings 3299 41
Protection of Persons and Property:
6. Police department, in-
cluding care of tramps 3679 70
7. Fire department, including
forest fires and assistance
to other towns 5547 75
9. Bounties 4 00
Health:
11. Health department,
including hospitals 630 00
12. Vital statistics 89 25
13. Sewer maintenance 637 35
Garbage 500 00
Highways and Bridges:
16. Town maintenance 10250 84
17. Street lighting and
sprinkling 5386 64




19. Libraries 2800 00
Library bequest committee 500 00
20
Town of Milford, N. H. RECEIPTS AND
RECEIPTS
25. Income from departments 2,058 60
27. Registration of motor vehicles,
1935 permits, $1416 89
1936 permits, $697 97 $2,114 86
Receipts Other Than Current Revenue:
29. Temporary loans in anticipation
of taxes during year 28,500 00
Total Receipts From All Sources $202,500 99
Cash on hand February 1, 1935 12,503 43
GRAND TOTAL $215,004 42
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20. Old age assistance,
21. Town poor, and
22. County poor 15,829 15
Patriotic Purposes:
23. Aid to G. A. R. Memorial
Day exercises 200 00
Recreation:
25. Parks and playgrounds,
including band concerts 400 00
Public Service Enterprises:
26. Appropriation to water
and electric utilities
—
hydrant service 2300 00
28. Cemeteries 795 51
Unclassified
:
2,9. Legal expenses 62 75
30. Taxes bought by town 9641 72
31. Abatements 735 10
Total Current Maintenance
Expenses — $72,376 35
Interest :
32. Paid on temporary loans
in anticipation of taxes $230 63
33. Paid on long term notes 456 25
Total Interest Payments $686 88
Oultay for New Construction and
Permanent Improvements :
36. Highways and bridges
—
State Aid construction
town's share $2505 00






PAYMENTS For Year Ending Jan. 31, 1936
PAYMENTS





43. Lands and buildings
—
Community House
Total Outlay Payments $6806 93
Indebtedness:
45. Payments on temporary loans
in anticipation of taxes $28,500 00
46. Paym'ts on long term notes 3500 00
50. Outstanding orders paid
during year 323 32
Total Indebtedness Pay-
ments $32,323 32
Payments to Other Governmental
Divisions :
51. Taxes paid to State $12,285 00
52. Taxes paid to County 17,467 27
54. Payments to School Dist. 53,803 66
Total Payments to Other
Governmental Div. $83,555 93
Total Payments for all Purposes $195,749 41
Cash on hand January 31, 1936 19,587 09
GRAND TOTAL $215,336 50
Less 1935 orders outstanding 332 08
$215,004 42
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DETAILED STATEMENT OF PAYMENTS
Detail 1. Town Officers' Salaries:
Hugo Trentini, auditor $35 00
F. S. Kimball, auditor 35 00
H. C. Bruce, town clerk 480 00
D. C. Bruce, tax collector 480 00
F. N. Hutchinson, selectman 320 00
Daniel Steele, selectman 320 00
H. N. Thomas, selectman 400 00
F. W. Sawyer, treasurer 340 00
L. L. Junkins, bldg. inspector 10 00
$2420 00
Detail 2. Town Officers' Expenses:
H. C. Bruce, expenses $ 34 07
H. C. Bruce, auto permits 191 75
Donald Bruce, expenses 51 73
S. C. Coburn, J. J. Kirby,
stamps, box rent 55 84
D. D. Steele, removing trees 8 00
F. S. Kimball, exp. of auditors 22 00
Miriam Campbell, clerical 73 80
Natalie Merrill, prop'y transfers 10 95
L. L. Junkins, surveying 14 80
Souhegan National Bank,
box rent 7 50
Cabinet Press, printing £29 50
Donat Courveau, recording deed 1 31
Maurice Daniels, car for
assessing 19 50
H. N. Thomas, car and expenses
tax meeting 4 20
Edson C. Eastman, supplies 34 32
J. P. Melzer, printing, supplies 33 25


















Detail 3. Election Expenses:
Charles Robinson, supervisor $11 50
A. Wallace Wilkins, supervisor
Ralph Woodman, supervisor
Rodney C. Woodman, assistant
moderator
C. S. Emerson, moderator
James P. Melzer, printing
Ida Ritchie, ballot clerk
Donald Bruce, asst. town clerk
L. L. Junkins, ballot clerk
James Brahaney, ballot clerk















Detail 4. Municipal Court:
B. F. Prescott, Justice $300 00
A. B. Rotch, Associate, 1934 18 00
A. B. Rotch, Associate, 1935 14 00
Harold Smith, probation officer 50 00
$382 00
Detail 5. Town Hall:
Harry Tostevin, salary $1092 00
Myrtle Dickerman, salary 156 00
Hy Gien Laboratories, towels, etc. 17 08
25
Emerson & Son, curtain & repairs 5
Beacon Wiping Co., bale of
wiping cloths 20
Karl Griffith, Christmas trees 1
Haseltine & Caldwell, wood 6
D. Whiting & Sons, coal 884
N. E. Tel. & Tel. Co. 5
Milford Water Works 26
John R. Martin Co., repairs 199
Farm Service Stores, salt 5
A. E. Brown, cleaning blankets 2
Public Service Co., lights 491
The County Stores, supplies 128
Sunset Grocery Co., soap and salt 1
James E. Webster Est., repairs
to clock 4
W. S. Keith, soap 5
People's Market, dustbane
and supplies 32
Ernest Stickney, supplies 5
W. F. French, lock, repairs, labor 32
Robert M. Wood, disinfectant 2
Milford Textile Co., burlap for
mats 1
Dolge Co., disinfectant 21
Sterling Chemical Co., disinfectant 8
Borisian Chemical Co., disin-
fectant 4
Geo. B. Robbins, disinfectant 6
B. A. Hutchinson, painting 4
Heywood Wakefield Co., repairs
and chairs 10
R. C. Woodman, filling urns 6
A. L. Keyes, insurance 48
A. B. Rotch, insurance 20


































W. 0. Kimball, salary $1794 00
W. 0. Kimball, car
Andrew J. Murphy, salary









N. E. Tel. and Tel. Co.
S. C. Coburn, stamped envelopes
Herbert Bean, express
B. A. Hutchinson, painting streets 35 10
W. S. Darley Co., sign 7 50
Traffic Equipment Co., sign 12 10
Vernon Holt, sign 5 00

















Detail 7. Fire Department:
Fred A. Farwell $4216 18
Dennis F. Lorden, lumber 7 50
Merrimack Farmers' Exchange,
cement 44 72
Thomas O'Neil, sharpening tools 2 30
J. J. Casey, forest fire and for





















Red Cross $500 00
W. O. Kimball, health officer 130 00
Detail 10. Vital Statistics:
Dr. Oscar Burns $6 00
Dr. W. H. W. Hinds 75
Dr. H. S. Hutchinson 1 75
Dr. H. H. Dearborn 3 75
Dr. F. L. Fletcher 1 50
Dr. G. L. Hilton 25
Dr. J. H. Proctor 25
Dr. Paul de Nicola 75
Dr. Joseph Foley 25
Dr. J. E. Powers 75
B. F. Prescott 6 00
C. B. Frost 1 50
Rev. E. B. Young 1 50
Rev. R. R. Denison 1 75
Rev. William Weston 1 00
Rev. M. J. Moher 75
Rev. H. E. Lennon 1 25
Rev. J. W. Logan 25
Rev. Charles D. Maurer 25
Rev. J. W. Starie 50
Rev. W. J. B. Cannell 25
Phyllis Powers 25
Rev. Halah Loud 25
Rev. Laurence Piper 25
Rev. F. S. Buschmeyer 25
















Detail 11. Sewer Maintenance:
Santo Mannino, labor $57 90
Andrew Young, labor 9 00
John Tostevin, labor 3 20
Leroy Putnam, labor 29 60
Howard Hardy, labor 30 96
A. Burke, labor 8 00
Robert Campbell, salary 200 00
James Tracy, labor 9 60
Kenneth Lynch, labor 9 60
J. McCue, labor 6 40
Town of Milford Water Works,
use of truck 64 00
The Cabinet Press, printing 8 50
Haseltine & Caldwell, wood 5 50
Geo. E. Trudel Co., pipe 109 89
Farm Service Stores, supplies " 6 12
Robert Campbell, freight 2 45
Daniels and Gainey, repairs 28 84
Liberty Eastern Express Co. 15 00
John R. Martin 32 79
Detail 12. Highways:
Charles Gault $9,940 64




Detail 13. Street Lighting:
Public Service Co. $5386 64
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Detail 14. Snow:
Charles Gault $5039 11
Detail 15. Library:
B. F. Prescott, Treas. $2800 00
Detail 16. Town Poor—Old Age Assistance:
L. L. Junkins, Overseer $10,370 49
New Hampshire Relief Adm. 209 24
County of Hillsborough 4749 42
L. L. Junkins, salary 500 00
$15,829 15
Received from State and County
refund $4562 48
Detail 17. Memorial Day:
Guy Fitch $200 00
Detail 18. Parks and Playgrounds:
Anthony Rossi $400 00
Detail 19. Cemeteries:
L. L. Junkins $795 51
Detail 20. Hydrants:
Town of Wilton $ 180 00
Milford Water Works 2120 00
$2300 00
Detail 21. Legal Expenses:
B. F. Prescott, retaining fee $50 00
For recording 3 deeds
and drawing same 12 75
$62 75
Detail 22. Taxes Bought by Town:
D. C. Bruce, 1932 $1761 58
D. C. Bruce, 1933 2381 07
30
D. C. Bruce, 1934 5414 49
D. C. Bruce, cost 84 58
$9641 72
Detail 23. Interest:
Bridge notes $240 00
Soldiers' Memorial 193 75
Hook and Ladder 22 50
Temporary notes 230 63
Interest allowed on taxes paid early-
amounts to $923.
$686 88
Detail 24. State Aid Construction:
State of N. H., town's share $2505 00
Detail 25. Sidewalks:
Winslow and Cummings $1049 25
Detail 26. Sewer Construction:
E. P. Cassidy, wood $ 6 00
D. F. Lorden, wood and lumber
County Stores, supplies
Nashua Cooperative Iron Co.,
manholes
W. H. Chase, lumber
H. A. Waterman, plank lifter
and labor
Farm Service Stores, supplies
D. Whiting & Sons, oil, dynamite 48 96
Durant Service Station, oil
Charles J. McCarty Co.
Milford Hardware Co., supplies
Concord Brick Co., bricks, pipe
Geo. E. Trudel Co., pipe
J. R. Martin Co., pipe
Boston and Maine R. R., freight















Osgood Construction Co., bricks

















Detail 27. Community House:
Paid to committee $200 00
Paid for note at Bank
on grading 203 50
$403 50
Detail 28. Temporary Notes:
Souhegan National Bank $28,500 00
Detail 29. Long Term Notes:






















Detail 30. County Tax:
Thomas Sheehan, Treasurer $17,467 27
State Tax:
Charles T. Patten, Treasurer $12,285 00
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Detail 31. Schools:
M. G. Jewett, Treasurer $53,803 66
Detail 32. Abatements:
Donald C. Bruce, polls and
real estate $626 10
Hiram C. Bruce 109 00
$735 10
Detail 33. Garbage:
D. J. Mahoney $500 00
Detail 34. Adams Street Extension
L. L. Junkins, surveying $ 6 00
C. H. Gault 758 16
Mrs. May Hodlin, land damages 100 00
$864 16
Detail 35. Special for West Street Lot:
J. N. Hall, labor and posts $21 00
Albert Adams, labor 16 00
Daniel Steele, posts 2 50
W. H. Chase, lumber 17 64




This amount repaid in full by N. E. Tel & Tel. Co.
Detail 37. Library Bequest Committee:
C. S. Emerson, chairman $500 00
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Report of Town Treasurer
F. W. SAWYER, Treasurer,
In account with Town of Milford
Dr.
Bal. in treasury Jan. 31, 1935
Amounts received as follows:
H. C. Bruce, Coll., taxes 1932 and
previous years
D. C. Bruce, Coll., taxes 1933
D. C. Bruce, Coll., taxes 1934
D. C. Bruce, Coll., taxes 1935
H. C. Bruce, Coll., abatements 1932
and previous years
D. C. Bruce, Coll., abatements 1933
D. C. Bruce, Coll., abatements 1934
D. C. Bruce, Coll., taxes bought by town
H. C. Bruce, Town Clerk:
Automobile permits
Dog licenses





Dividend and interest tax
Building and Loan Assn. tax
One-half Relief disbursement
Forest fires
Loans in anticipation of taxes
Selectmen and other sources:




























Highway department 1,144 75
Telephone 4 10
Brush fires, recompense from




Taxes redeemed 6,975 61
Water Works surplus 3,000 00
$215,004 42
Cr.
Total Selectmen's orders issued 1935 $195,426 09
Less outstanding orders at close of year 332 08
$195,094 01
Add orders of 1934 paid in 1935 323 32
Total orders paid by treasurer 1935 $195,417 33









CEMETERY TRUST FUNDS ACCOUNT
Dr.
Bal. in checking account Jan. 31, 1935 $ 62 70
Bal. of unexpended income, Savings
Account No. 7073
Int. on Savings Account No. 7073
Income from $450 U. S. bonds
Amount of interest transferred from
Savings Bank Acts, for care of lots
~$887 52
Cr.
Cemetery trustees, care of lots in Nos.
1, 2, 3 and Riverside cemeteries $725 92
James W. Easton, care of lots in
North cemetery
Care of lots by individuals




Bal. of unexpended income Savings
Account No. 7073









SCHEDULE OF CEMETERY TRUST FUNDS
Total principal of funds Jan. 31, 1935:
U. S. Bonds, called
Savings Bank accounts $31,362 85
New accounts in 1935 950 00
Total principal of funds Jan. 31, 1936 $32,312 85
Unexpended income on savings accounts 2,272 00




Report of Town Clerk
DOG ACCOUNT
299 Dogs licensed and 5 Kennel licenses issued from
February 1, 1935 to February 1, 1936
Dr.
208 male dogs at $2.00 each
40 female dogs at $5.00 each
44 spayed female dogs at $2.00 each
7 male dogs for less than one year
($1.57, $1.17, $1.17, 68c, $1.36, 50c, 50c)
1 kennel license covering not more than
5 dogs at $12.00 each
2 kennel licenses covering not more than
10 dogs at $20.00 each
2 kennel licenses covering more than










Amount paid town treasurer $739 27
Dog tags 12 88
Commission for licensing dogs
and issuing kennel licenses 60 80
$812 95
AUTO ACCOUNT
(1935) Auto permits issued from
Feb. 1, 1935 to Dec. 31, 1935
(1936) Auto permits issued from
Jan. 1, 1936 to Feb. 1, 1936
Auto permits issued from
Feb. 1, 1935 to Feb. 1, 1936












SYNOPSIS OF RECORD OF TOWN MEETINGS
HELD MARCH 12 AND NOVEMBER 19, 1935
Acting under Article 1 of the Warrant the fol-
lowing town officers ^were elected: Town Clerk,
Hiram C. Bruce: Town Treasurer, Frederick W.
Sawyer ; .Selectman for three years, Fred N. Hutch-
inson; Library Trustee, Ruth D, French; Trustee of
Trust Funds, Benjamin F. Prescott; Fire Wardens,
Jeremiah J. Casey, Fred A. Farwell, George F.
Jewett; Highway Agent, Charles H. Gault; Audi-
tors, Fred S. Kimball, Hugo Trentini; Sexton, An-
timo F. Carpentier.
Article 2. Voted to raise and appropriate such
money as seemed necessary to defray town expens-
es for the ensuing year.
Article 3. Reports of town officers, agents and
committees were accepted and it was voted to raise
and appropriate money relative thereto.
Article 4. It was voted to raise and appropriate
the sum of $2505.00 to secure State Aid for perma-
nent improvement of highways, this to be used to
complete the North River Road and extend work on
the Federal Hill road.
Article 5. It was voted to raise and appropriate
the following sums of money
:
Town officers' salaries $2425 00
Town officers' expenses 1450 00
Election and registration expense 325 00
Municipal Court expense 380 00
Expense connected with Town House 3700 00
Police department 3700 00
Fire department 4700 00
Health department 700 00
Vital statistics 100 00
Sewer maintenance 800 00
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Town maintenance 11000 00
Street lighting 5360 00
Snow removal 3500 00
Libraries 2800 00
Town poor 6000 00
Memorial Day 200 00
Parks and playgrounds 400 00
Hydrants 2270 00
Cemeteries 800 00
Interest on temporary loans 1400 00
Interest on long term notes 465 00
Taxes bought by town 7500 00
State aid construction—town's share 2505 00
Land damage, legal service 100 00
Sidewalk construction 800 00
Sewer construction 300 00
Community House 200 00
Special for work by State on new
roads, etc. not in contract 5500 00
Payment on principal of debt, long term
debts 3500 00
State taxes 13,000 00
County taxes 11,491 22
Abatements 1000 00
Livermore Trustees 203 50
Library Bequest Committee 500 00
Removal of garbage 500 00
Work on King Street 500 00
Article 6. The Selectmen were authorized by
vote of the people to borrow money in anticipation
of taxes, if necessary. A motion was made and
adopted "That a discount, as of recent years, be al-
lowed on taxes paid early; rate of discount to be
the same as paid for money borrowed."
Article 7. It was voted to raise and appropriate
the sum of $200 towards the maintenance of the
Community House.
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Article 8, The sum of $203.50 was raised and
appropriated to reimburse the Trustees of the Liv-
ermore property for money advanced by them to
pay for grading and seeding grounds and lawn of
the property held by them.
Article 9. The Committee, appointed to consid-
er and report upon matters in connection with
straightening street lines on the West side of the
Common, gave a brief report on their findings and
presented the following resolution: "Resolved, That
the Selectmen be empowered to make such arrange-
ment with land owners on the West side of the
Common, that will, in their judgment, be of ad-
vantage to the town." This resolution was adopted.
Article 10. Under this Article the following
resolution was presented and adopted: "Resolved,
That the Town expresses its appreciation of and
accepts the terms of the bequest of Mrs. Fannie
Wadleigh for the purpose of providing a library
building to be known as the William Y. Wadleigh
Memorial Public Library.
"That the Town instructs its Treasurer to re-
ceive and receipt for the fund whenever it is tender-
ed by the Trustee, as provided by Deed of Trust.
"That a committee of seven be appointed to
consider matters in connection with the provisions
of said trust and to represent the Town in any
matters relative thereto.
"That said committee be instructed to employ
some person or persons versed in municipal plan-
ning and landscaping to consider available sites and
advise the said committee relative thereto. That
the committee report their findings and present
recommendations to the next Town Meeting.
"That five hundred dollars be raised and ap-
propriated to be expended in part or whole for the
expense of the committee.
"
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It was also voted that the committee be appoint-
ed by the Selectmen.
Article 11. A motion was made and adopted re-
garding the purchase of the dam and flowage rights
on Great Brook (so called) from David Whiting
and Sons, Inc., "That the matter be laid on the
table for one year, until the next regular Town
Meeting."
Article 12. Motion was made and approved
that the Selectmen be allowed to accept, at their
discretion, in behalf of the Town, any Federal or
State grants, that might be offered for the purpose
of giving employment to labor.
Article 13. Under this Article the Milford Gar-
den Club was granted the use of the Town Hall
for two days in the summer for a flower show, for
one-half the regular price. No admission was to be
charged.
Article 14. The following resolution was pre-
sented and adopted: "Resolved, That all common
labor under the Highway, Sewer and Water De-
partments or Cemeteries, be on a basis of an eight-
hour day."
Article 15. A motion, "That the Town pay not
less than forty cents an hour for common labor,"
was made and approved.
Article 16. The Selectmen were instructed to
build that portion of King Street running from
George Street to Ford Street, and the sum of $500
was raised and appropriated for same.
Article 17. No appropriation was made under
this Article.
Article 18. It was voted not to authorize the Se-
lectmen to administer or dispose of any real estate
acquired by the Town from Tax Collector's Deeds.
Article 19. A motion was made that the Town
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do not adopt the provisions of the Municipal Budget
Act. This motion was approved.
Article 20. Under this Article the following reso-
lution was presented and adopted: "Resolved, That
a committee of three be appointed by the Selectmen
to consider the terms of the O. W. Lull Memorial
Bequest, its present condition, and the likelihood of
the terms, upon which the bequest was made, be-
coming operative.
"To consider the practicability of its applica-
tion in connection with the William Y. Wadleigh
Memorial Public Library Bequest in such manner
as to secure practical compliance with the wishes
of the donor of the O. W. Lull Memorial Bequest.
"To report their findings and recommendations
at the next Town Meeting."
A further resolution directed the Moderator to
appoint a committee of three to investigate the
financial relationship between the Town of Milford
and the Milford Water Works and bring to the next
annual Town Meeting resolutions relative to same.
It was expected that the committee would work
with the Selectmen and Water Commissioners and
evolve a definite policy regarding the development
and upkeep of Milford Water Company and pre-
sent special suggestions as to disposal of earnings
of said Board.
The Zoning Commission committee reported
that they had applied for a Federal grant to com-
plete work commenced the year before but had not
received any funds. Their report was accepted and
adopted.
The following resolution regarding a Planning
Board was presented and adopted: "The Town of
Milford hereby accepts and adopts, so far as appli-
cable, the terms of House bill No. 116 as enacted by
the present session of the Legislature and instructs
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the Selectmen to appoint a Planning Board to con-
sist of five members as provided in the legislation."
It was also voted that the Moderator appoint a
committee of nine voters, including one member
each of the Board of Selectmen, Water Commission-
ers, Library Trustees, and School Board, to report
at the next Annual Town Meeting a proposal for a
definite policy to be adopted by the Town in refer-
ence to adequate fire insurance on all buildings and
equipment owned by the Town.
Still acting under Article 20, a Joint Resolution
memorializing Congress to use granite in construc-
tion of public buildings and setting forth the rea-
sons thereof, was presented, and the Moderator and
Town Clerk were instructed to see that copies of
the resolution were sent to the President, Vice Pres-
ident, Secretary of the Treasury of the United
States and to the members of Congress from New
Hampshire. This resolution was approved.
The Girl Scouts of Milford were granted the
use of the Town House for one day in the year.
A sum of money not to exceed $500 was voted
for the removal of garbage.
By vote, the time of holding the Caucus was
changed from the Wednesday to the Tuesday be-
fore Town Meeting. This was done in order that
the Ways and Means Committee might have more
time in which to complete their work.
Appointments made by the Selectmen as per in-
struction of the voters
:
To consider terms of Lull Memorial Bequest:
Dr. H. S. Hutchinson, C. S. Emerson, A. H. Cald-
well.
Committee on bequest of Mrs. Fannie Wad-
leigh: C. S. Emerson, Armen Garabedian, Mrs.
Gertrude Howison, Mrs. Minnie Falconer, Arthur
Webster, Mario Bianchi, B. F. Prescott.
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Planning Board : Armen V. Garabedian, Fred N.
Hutchinson, Mrs. Minnie Falconer, Percy E. Arm-
strong, James P. Cassidy.
Appointments made by the Moderator as per
instruction of the voters:
Committee to consider Insurance on Town Prop-
erty: Fred N. Hutchinson, representing Selectmen;
Rodney C. Woodman, representing School Board;
F. E. Cooley. representing Water Board; Miss Ruth
French, representing Library Trustees; C. B. Frost,
E. M. Stickney, A. J. Rossi, C. A. Hayward, Mrs.
Gertrude Howison.
To consider financial relationship of the Water
System to the Town : Ralph S. Woodman, Arthur L.
Keyes, Samuel R. Goldman. F. N. Hutchinson was
later appointed to take the place of Arthur L.
Keyes, deceased.
At the Special Town Meeting held November
19, 1935, the extension of the Water Works system
was discussed and it was voted to indefinitely post-
pone further consideration of the matter.
It was also voted to raise and appropriate a
sum, not to exceed $1000.00, in order to secure a
Federal Grant to aid in re-laying the retaining wall
on and to re-grade and re-surface Myrtle Street.
Work on South Street (re-surfacing and re-
grading) was indefinitely postponed but it was vot-
ed to accept the land offered by Stillman Curtis at
the corner of South and Marshall Streets. Action
on improvement of same was postponed.
The sum of $600.00 was raised and appropriat-
ed to clean up the dump and make a playground off
West Street. The work to be done by those in need
of work but not on direct relief.
It was voted to place the sum of $4000.00 in the
hands of the Selectmen for the extension of Adams
Street. This amount was to be used at their discre-
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tion in furnishing work for those in need of work
but not receiving direct relief.
A motion was made that the Town borrow
$5600.00 to take care of the projects approved at
the Special Town Meeting of November 19, 1935.
Rate of interest not to exceed 3!/2%- This motion
was approved.






Report of Tax Collector
February 1, 1936
Dr.
To 1933 property tax uncollected
Feb. 1, 1935 $ 88 99
To 1933 poll taxes uncollected
Feb. 1, 1935 454 00
To 1 added poll tax 2 00
To interest collected since Feb. 1, 1935 23 64
$568 63
Cr.
By cash paid town treasurer for 1933 taxes $ 70 45
By property tax abated 1 75
By poll taxes abated 50 00
By property tax uncollected Feb. 1, 1936 86 43
By poll taxes uncollected Feb. 1, 1936 360 00
$568 63
Dr.
To 1934 property tax uncollected
Feb. 1, 1935 $29,197 67
To 1934 poll taxes uncollected
Feb. 1, 1935 1,390 00
To 13 added poll taxes 26 00
To interest collected since Feb. 1, 1935 1,873 76
$32,487 43
Cr.
By cash paid town treasurer for
1934 taxes $25,892 46
By property sold to town 5,414 49
By property tax abated 284 35
By poll taxes abated 290 00
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By property tax uncollected Feb. 1, 1936 84 13
By poll taxes uncollected Feb. 1, 1936 522 00
$32,487 43
Dr.
To 1935 property tax levy $141,399 53
To added property tax 7 00
To 1935 poll tax levy 4,282 00
To 44 added poll taxes 88 00
To interest collected 43 28
$145,819 81
Cr.
By cash paid town treasurer $109,703 93
By property tax uncollected 33,692 71
By poll taxes uncollected 1,500 00
By discount allowed 923 17
$145,819 81
Dr.
To sewer tax uncollected Feb. 1, 1935 $2220 55
Cr.





To uncollected poll and property taxes
previous to 1933 levy, Feb. 1, 1936 $1741 62




By cash paid treasurer $ 98 96
By polls abated 86 00
By property abated 23 00






Report of Memorial Day Committee
Appropriation $200.00
J. W. Spaulding Camp No. 33, Sons of
Veterans, ammunition $ 5 00
Decorating World War Veterans' graves,
wreaths
Milford Hardware Co., 3 gross flags
Franklin Press, programs
Laurel Band, music
Comrade Maurice Devine, speaker
O. W. Lull Relief Corps, geraniums for














The Board of Firewards submit the following
report for the year ending January 31, 1936:
APPARATUS
Engine No. 1, Engine No. 2, Ladder No. 1, Pine
Valley hose wagon, and two hose sleds in good con-
dition; 2000 feet two and one-half inch hose in good
condition, 2200 feet in fair condition, 450 feet one-
inch hose in good condition, and 150 feet in fair
condition.
For the usual running expenses of the depart-




Balance on hand Feb. 1, 1935 $ 149 15
Received from town treasurer 4216 18




Public Service Co. of N. H.
Fire Alarm:
Harry Tostevin $184 50
C. W. Talbot 10 00






C. W. Seavey $146 75
Telephone
:
New England Tel. and Tel. Co. $57 65
Insurance
:
J. F. Hanlon $247 50
Still Alarms:
George Bowler $20 00
F. A. Farwell 75 00
$95 00
Supplies and Repairs:
Public Service Co. of N. H. $ 1 10
Coleman's Pharmacy 35
Dennis Lorden 2 10
McLellan Stores 1 00
American La France Co. 3 15
The Gamewell Co. 190 76
The Surgical Dressing Co. 3 85
Milford Machine Works 35
Daniels Service Station 94
J. L. Martin 55 27
Standard Oil Co. of N. Y. 83 11
The County Stores 10 70
M. G. Hokinson 5 52
J. A. McCarthy Co. 577 36
H. A. Waterman 5 36
Elm Street Garage 55 47
The Cabinet Press 12 00
Paul Holleman 28 12
R. M. Wood 27 92
F. A. Farwell 1 63
Merrimack Farmers Exchange 1 95






















































































Report of Police Department
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen, Town of
Milford
:
I herewith submit my annual report of the Mil-
ford Police Department from January 31, 1935 to
January 31, 1936.
Total number of arrests 57
As follows:
Motor Vehicle Violations, in-
cluding driving under the
influence of liquor 15
Drunks 22
On suspicion 6






Liquor law violation 1
For other departments 3
Total 57
i.
Complaints received and investigated
.
192
Street lights reported out 81
Lights extinguished 22






Report of Municipal Court
For Year Ending January 31, 1936
RECEIPTS
Fines and costs and civil entries $1159 78
DISBURSEMENTS
State of New Hampshire, State Treas.
:
Automobile fines and costs $490 70
Weights and measures, fines 20 00
Telephone, postage & printing 37 90
Costs paid out to various parties
in criminal cases as per
vouchers on file
:




Witness fees 52 16
Bonds 6 00
225 33






Report of Trustees of Lull Memorial
FEBRUARY 1, 1936
Real Estate as per Assessors' Valuation:
Lull Homestead $3800 00
Amsden House 3000 00
Holt House 3000 00
$9800 00
RECEIPTS
Balance in Souhegan National Bank $195 83
Rent of Homestead
:
Brooking $ 47 00
Soraghan 228 00
$275 00
Rent of Holt House 264 00













The County Stores, Inc.
Town of Milford, C. H.
Gault, road agent
F. N. Hutchinson, services















S. A. Lovejoy, services 15 00





Trustees Lull Memorial Fuxad.
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Report of Lull Fund Committee
To the Town of Milford:
Your committee to consider the condition and
prospects of the 0. W. Lull Memorial Fund report
as follows:
The fund was a legacy left to the town by Mrs.
Mary A. Lull with suggestion that it be allowed to
accumulate till the principal sum should reach the
amount of Fifty Thousand Dollars or more; then to
provide a "Building or other enterprise for the ben-
efit of the Town of Milford" and to be known as the
O. W. Lull Memorial in memory of Col. O. W. Lull,
"who was bravest and best among men" and who
lost his life in the siege of Port Hudson during the
Civil War.
At the Town Meeting in March, 1911, the town
voted to accept the legacy and made provision for
its care, by establishing a board of three trustees
to be appointed by the selectmen.
The legacy consisted of the homestead of Mrs.
Lull, "and all that it contained," with two houses
the donor had erected upon the lot, and in addition
certain securities.
At the time of acceptance of the bequest the
real estate was appraised in the estate at $5,500.00,
and by the town for taxation purposes at $6,300.00.
The securities aggregated $6,206.72, making a total
of $12,506.72.
The trustees have administered the fund wisely
and well, and at very moderate cost for administra-
tion.
During the twenty-five years since the bequest
was made the accumulations from the securities
aggregate $8,185.46, which added to the original
funds amount now to $14,392.18.
The real estate at the time of bequest was in
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need of extensive repairs and improvements. Heat-
ing, plumbing, sewer connection, have been added,
so that with a total of $17,556.71 collected as rent,
$17,788.38 has been expended upon the property
and its administration. Expenses exceed the rent
collected by $231.67.
The present tax appraisal of the real estate on
the town books is $9,800.00, an increase of $3,500.,
which in our judgment is due about equally to im-
provements, and to general increase in real estate
values.
Your committee are of opinion that so long as
the real estate is held by the town it will continue to
absorb in repairs a very large part, if not all, of the
rentals collected.
The securities in the fund have increased
$8,185.46 or 132% ; the real estate in its appraisal
for taxation value has increased $3,500.00 or 55%.
The total fund is now $24,192.18, showing an in-
crease of $11,685.46 which is 93% over its original
value, after twenty-five years of administration by
the town.
It is apparent from the foregoing that the ex-
pressed wish of Mrs. Lull for a tangible memorial
to her husband cannot, as now held, come to frui-
tion during the lifetime of any who would have a
personal memory of the donor. Probably there are
only two or three now living who have a personal
memory of Col. O. W. Lull.
The town of Milford has voted to accept anoth-
er legacy which in a moderate period of time in ac-
cordance with the terms of the bequest will provide
a building for the Town Library.
Your committee are further of opinion that a
much more substantial compliance with the ex-
pressed wishes of Mrs. Lull would be accomplished
if the real estate were to be sold and the proceeds
added to the securities, and from the fund provi-
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sion were made for a room in the library building
when same is built.
Such a room if provided should display prom-
inently a bronze tablet stating the room was a me-
morial to Col. 0. W. Lull provided from a bequest
by his wife, Mary A. Lull, and in proper cabinets
in the room should be displayed all relics of Col. O.
W. Lull, properly labeled, and also such articles of
historical value and interest as have been collected
by Mrs. Lull and added since by Milford Historical
Society.
The room should be of sufficient size as to pro-
vide a meeting place for the Historical Society and
the Woman's Relief Corps, two organizations in
which Mrs. Lull was particularly interested, and in
which she was a leading member.
Such part of the Lull Memorial Fund as should
remain after providing furnishings and fixtures for
and properly marking the room should remain a
perpetual fund to provide from its earnings for the
maintenance of the room.
Of fourteen names of persons appearing in and
on the will of Mrs. Lull only one now survives, that
one being Mr. F. W. Sawyer, who was named to be
an "Adviser" for the executor of the will.
Mr. A. L. Keyes, recently deceased, was named
in the original will as an "Adviser" and in a codicil
added five years after the original will was written
he was made executor and he administered the set-
tlement of the estate.
Mr. Keyes assisted very materially in the prep-
aration of the plans set forth in this report and
heartily approved of them.
The only person known to the members of this
committee to be a family connection of Mrs. Lull is
Dr. H. S. Hutchinson, a member of the committee.
If this plan should meet the approval of the
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town, then it would be necessary to secure from the
proper civil court an order permitting the sale of
the real estate and carrying out the purposes set
forth.
In order that this plan should be consummat-
ed your committee present for consideration the fol-
lowing resolution.
Resolved : That the Town of Milford respect-
fully petition the Superior Court for Hillsborough
County for permission, at the proper time, to sell
the real estate held in the O. W. Lull Memorial
Fund and to apply the proceeds, together with se-
curities held in the fund, substantially in the man-
ner set forth in a report to the Town Meeting hold-
en on March 11, 1936, by a special committee, duly
authorized by a vote of the Town at its meeting





Report of Water Commissioners
To the Citizens of the Town of Milford:
The Board of Water Commissioners herewith
submit their report for the year ending January 31,
1936, together with the statistical and financial re-
port of the Treasurer.
During the year the Board have held their
twelve regular and three special meetings.
We are pleased to announce that during the
year we have retired all the long term notes
amounting to $5000.00. It was suggested by the
Board of Selectmen at the opening of the fiscal
year 1935, that we use the surplus of 1934 to retire
all long term notes possible, thereby saving several
years interest at five per cent. We were financially
able last December to cancel the last note, which
would have matured November 1st, 1943.
We started the year 1936 with no outstanding
debts, in fact, it was possible for us to turn over to
the Town Treasurer $3,000.00 of the 1935 surplus.
We have not made any appreciable extension of
mains and our greatest outlay has been in the pur-
chase of meters to carry out the plan of having ev-
ery service on a meter. We consider this the only
logical and fair method of furnishing water to all
consumers.
At the suggestion of the Planning Board we
called in engineers to give us estimate figures and
plans of a new 1,000,000 gallon reservoir which
would give us an adequate storage supply of water.
This is one of the town's greatest needs and we
hope sometime in the not too far distant future, this
will be accomplished.
On November 13th, the special committee ap-
pointed by the moderator in accordance with the
vote taken last Town Meeting, met for a conference
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with the Water Board and a general discussion
was held with regards to the finances of the depart-
ment.
Propositions have been offered for the extension
of the main up Elm Street for a considerable dis-
tance. No formal or written demand was made and
it was decided to take this matter up at some future
date, possibly during the summer.
We believe a new building should be erected at
the station for the storage of the department truck,
as at present during the cold weather we have to
pay for storage.
The suggestion made by the superintendent last
year for a new cover on No. 1 well should not be
lost sight of and should be done this year.
We consider the financial report this year has
been outstanding and physical condition of the sys-
tem is very good.
The money expended in the salary for a book-
keeper in the office has proven a good investment,
making it possible for anyone to pay their bill any









To the Honorable Board of Water Commission-
ers, I herewith submit a report of the Water De-
partment for the year ending January 31st, 1936.
The activities of this Department have been con-
fined largely to general repairs and installing
meters. While Amherst Street was under construc-
tion we replaced all goosenecks, also replaced three
hydrants. We hope by April 1st, 1936, to have all
services on a meter. During the year we have had
the usual minor leaks and one large leak. We have
had a large number of services frozen in the streets
and this, no doubt, is caused by the ploughing of the
roads, leaving no covering of snow to keep the frost
from going down. Up until this year we considered
it cheaper to hire an electric thawing machine to do
this work, but if these cold winters still continue,
believe it would be advisable for the Department
to purchase a thawing machine.
The large leak above referred to, was on Nash-
ua Street, and is a conclusive example of our in-
adequate storage facility. This leak did not show
on the surface, the water finding its way entirely
under ground into a brook. As near as we can esti-
mate, we were losing 42,000 gallons of water in
twenty-four hours and this means that the stand-
pipe lowered twelve feet in addition to the twenty-
two feet normal draft, making a total of thirty-four
feet in twelve hours.
We expect to paint the standpipe this year, but
before this is done think it would be advisable to
have an engineer make some tests to determine the
condition of the metal. The average life of a stand-
pipe is thirty-five years and this has been in nearly
fifty years, therefore, should be looked after very
closely in the future.
I can still report that the new well is producing
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nine-tenths of the water pumped, somewhere in the
close vicinity of 200 gallons a minute. Insofar as we
know the plant is in first-class condition.
In the past I have furnished the garage for the
truck at no expense to the department, but where
I am now living I will be unable to do this, and I
think it would be advisable to build a garage at the
station.
In the last session of the legislature they passed
a law placing all the municipal water plants under
the jurisdiction of the Public Service Commission of
New Hampshire, and in the future our books will
have to be kept according to their schedule and a
report will have to be made to them at the close of
each calendar year. This will entail some added ex-
pense in bookkeeping, office expense and the in-
stalling of bins, etc., for stock and supplies at the
station.
We were very glad to cooperate with the East
Milford Improvement Society in assisting them to
build their skating rink and furnishing the water to
flood the same.

































Average no. gals, pumped per day
Largest no. gals, pumped per day,
May 27
Least no. gals, pumped per day,
Nov. 17
No. consumers on pipe line
Av. consumption per consumer
No. of services in 1935
No. of services added
No. of services discontinued
Total no. of services in 1936
No. of hydrants in 1935
No. of hydrants added












REPORT OF THE TREASURER
Dr.
Cash on hand Feb. 1, 1935 $ 5596 38
Meter rates collected 11,114 40
Faucet rates collected 1184 00
New services 88 15
Campbell's salary from Town
for sewers 200 00
Truck rental from Town for
sewer maintenance 64 00




































W. F. French, building office $40 00
Warren H. Chase, lumber 5 65
John Martin, services and
supplies 54 34
Emerson & Son, linoleum 22 70
The County Stores 80
Geo. A. Caldwell, repairs
to boxfinder 2 60
J. E. Webster Est., electric
clock 10 00
The Bristol Co., charts 28 00
Jas. H. Tolles & Co.,
instrument board 1 70
GENERAL REPAIRS
Labor $1164 14
Red Hed Mfg. Co., stop
and wastes 56 99
Pennichuck Water Works, cast
iron pipe 2 54
The County Stores, supplies 14 06
John Martin, services
and supplies 25 80
H. A. Waterman, blacksmithing 5 15
Geo. E. Trudel Co., tools
and fittings 108 90
Sumner & Dunbar, service boxes 25 20
A. W. Chesterton, paint 19 75
Keasbey & Mattison Co., supplies 4 05
National Meter Co., repair parts 2 85








Boston and Maine Rail-
road, freight
John Martin, supplies
Geo. E. Trudel & Co., supplies
The County Stores, supplies
A. W. Chesterton, paint
Surgical Dressings, Inc.,
first aid kit
Hope Rubber Co., boots











D. Whiting & Sons, coal and
range oil $ 56 73
Standard Oil Co., gasoline 123 37
Durant's Service Station, range
oil 7 06
Haseltine & Caldwell, coal 50 74
$237 80
ELECTRIC POWER
Public Service Co. of N. H., power $1952 14
TELEPHONE
New England Tel. & Tel. Co., telephones $97 10
TRUCK
Billson's Battery Station, oil $ 75
Daniels' Service Station, bat-
teries, gasoline 71 57
Elm Street Garage, storage
and supplies 33 92
John F. Hanlon, insurance 39 30






National Meter Co., meter parts 70 73
OFFICE EXPENSES
Emma J. Epps, supplies $ 3 95
Postage and stamped envs. 73 12
Louis Rice, typ<swriter repairs 18 50
Gardner Paper House, supplies 4 03
The Cabinet Press, engraving 4 37




Ralph Gainey $ 25 00
K. K. Stimson 25 00
F. E. Cooley 75 00
R. F. Campbell 2147 60
A. E. Tilton 1190 00
K. O'Connell 547 80
MISCELLANEOUS
Paid to town treasurer $3000 00
Souhegan National Bank, notes 5000 00
Souhegan Nat". Bank, interest 150 00
Rensselaer Valve Co., hydrants 273 38
Union Water Meter Co., meters 1373 86
The Bond Co., Kwikmix
equipment 55 00







REPORT OF SUPERINTENDENT OF SEWERS
To the Honorable Board of Selectmen:
I hereby submit my report as Superintendent of
Sewers:
At the beginning of the year the sewer on Pine
Valley Street which had been giving trouble for a
number of years, became completely clogged and
had to be dug up. While this sewer is in Milford, it
only serves one house on this side of the line and
some five or six houses in Wilton. After several
conferences with the Selectmen of Wilton, they
agreed that if we would take charge of the con-
struction and put in a sewer of suitable size to take
care of their end of it, they would stand one-half
the expense. Under these conditions we dug up and
relaid some six hundred feet of eight-inch pipe, put-
ting in two manholes on Pine Valley Street. From
Pine Valley Street, instead of following the main
highway, the sewer is laid through private land
owned by Mrs. Ella Main, to Main Street, then
westerly on Main Street to the Wilton line, con-
necting there with the Wilton main sewer. Some-
time in the future, this section will have to be en-
larged.
Under the plans and specifications of the State
Highway Department for the construction of a new
highway on Amherst Street, they contemplated
adding a large number of new catch basins and
emptying the same into our main sewer. This sewer
being far too small to handle the catch basins that
already enter it, we registered a complaint with the
State Highway Department. After several confer-
ences they agreed to lay a sewer of suitable size
and depth to take care of all surface water as well
as the domestic service, if the town would furnish
the pipe and make all connections. As there were
no records of any connections in the old sewer, this
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was a difficult and expensive proposition for the
town.
The sewer on Amherst-Mont Vernon Streets
which was handled by a PWA and WPA project
was finally completed after many interruptions.
This sewer starts at the corner of Granite Street
and flows down Mont Vernon Street to Amherst
and empties into the river in front of the Catholic
Church. This will eliminate a nuisance at the cor-
ner of Granite Street, where a number of septic
tanks empty into a private catch basin. Sometime in
the near future the main sewer that empties into
the river in front of the Catholic Church should be
carried across the river to the main sewer on Maple
Street, thus making it more sanitary than under the
present conditions, which at low water is a menace
and would not be tolerated by the State Board of
Health if it was called to their attention,
We have three major projects of sewer clean-
ing for the coming year—Union Street, West Street,
and the main sewer on Lincoln, South and Clinton
Streets. Therefore, I have asked for fifteen hun-
dred dollars instead of six hundred, the customary
sewer maintenance.
For detail of town apportionment, see Select-






REPORT OF THE SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON
FINANCIAL RELATIONS BETWEEN THE TOWN
OF MILFORD AND THE MILFORD
WATER WORKS
To the Citizens of Milford
:
In 1891 the annual town meeting adopted cer-
tain resolutions relative to the management of the
newly acquired Water Works.
Your committee cannot find that the resolutions,
then adopted, relative to the financial management,
have since been altered or amended. The Water
Commissioners and Selectmen have conformed to
these resolutions, except where growth of the de-
partment, changing conditions, or new state laws
have made other policies necessary or advisable.
In order to legalize and clarify certain existing
policies, your committee with the Board of Water
Commissioners believe certain amendments to the
original resolutions should be made.
Our study shows the Water Department of this
town has, through the forty-five years it has served
Milford, been managed in such a manner that it has
made steady growth and paid every obligation.
We suggest the following amendments and
changes to the resolutions of 1891:
(A) In the resolution defining the duties of the
Water Commissioners to strike out "and shall pay
over to the Town Treasurer, semi-annually, the bal-
ance in their hands of receipts over and above ex-
penditures," and substitute, "and shall pay over an-
nually before the 31st day of January, to the Town
Treasurer, the balance in their hands of receipts
over and above expenditures, except that the Water
Commissioners may withhold such sum as the Se-
lectmen and Commissioners may agree upon for the
immediate needs of the Water Works; said sum not
to exceed two thousand dollars."
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(B) That that portion of the resolution defining
the duties of the Water Commissioners, paragraph
three, relating to the payment of the original Water
Works bonds be rescinded.
(C) That such other resolutions pertaining to
the payment of the original purchase of the Water
Works be rescinded.
(D) That upon passage these amendments shall
void any amendments that may have been passed






Report of Building Inspector
February 1, 1936
Value Fee
Matti Kokko $300 00 $1 00
New Westerly Granite Co. 100 00 1 00
Harris D. Daniels 500 00 1 00
Standard Oil Co. 6000 00 4 00
James Howison 800 00 1 00
Arthur Savage 900 00 1 00
Ernest and Eura Durant 1500 00 2 00
J. 0. Newhall 200 00 1 00
J. W. Flanagan 200 00 1 00
Carl Richardson 600 00 1 00
$14 00
Paid to Town Treasurer $13 00






REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES
To the Citizens of the Town of Milford:
The Trustees of the Milford Free Library submit
herewith their annual report, together with the re-
port of the librarian.
At the annual meeting of the trustees on March
29, 1935, Harland H. Holt was elected to serve as
chairman, Benjamin F. Prescott as treasurer, Ruth
D. French as secretary. Miss Annabell Secombe
was re-elected librarian, and Miss Alice Ames as-
sistant. The Reading Committee chosen was Miss
Ella Powers, Mrs. Harriett W. Hutchinson, Mrs.
Louise Powers, Miss Margaret Howison, Mr. F. W.
Sawyer, Mr. Marcus Bourn.
Throughout the year, as special reading lists
have been recommended for various churches and
societies, the librarians have cooperated, making
the books available to the various readers. The ser-
vice the library renders to the town of Milford
grows year by year.
The trustees recommend that the sum of $2850
be appropriated for the use of the Milford Free Li-







REPORT OF THE LIBRARIAN
To the Trustees of the Milford Free Library
:
I herewith submit the annual report of the Mil-
ford Free Library for the year ending January 31,
1936.
According to the report, there has been a de-
crease in the circulation in many libraries, and un-
fortunately we are in that class, for our circulation
was 44,085, where it was 45,300 last year.
We have received some very valuable gifts.
James T. White, son of Gertrude Sawyer White,
a daughter of Frederick T. Sawyer, has given the
library the National Cyclopedia of American Biog-
raphy, 28 volumes, in memory of his mother, who
was born and lived in Milford until her marriage to
James Derby White. These volumes did not reach
us in time to be included in this year's catalog. "A
Graduate of Yale" included this library in his gen-
erous gift to libraries, whereby we received sixty
dollars' worth of books from the Yale University
Press, and the opportunity of buying books up to
five hundred dollars at half price. We took advan-
tage of this offer to buy The Pageant 'of America,
15 volumes. Thomas Register Company gave us a
copy of their large Manufacturing Register, latest
edition. Mr. John W. Pead of Wilton gave money
to buy copies of Lawrence's "Beyond the New
Deal" and "The British Way to Recovery."
The problem of shelving for our books becomes
more and more complicated each year.
The following statistics give resources and ser-






Number of bound volumes at beginning of year:
Adult 14,661; Juvenile 2,066; Total 16,716
Number of bound volumes added by purchase:
Adult 428; Juvenile 165; Total 593
Number of bound volumes added by gift:
Adult 40 ; Juvenile ; Total 40
Number of bound volumes added by
binding magazines:
Adult 17; Juvenile 2; Total 19
Number of bound volumes lost or discarded:
Adult 166; Juvenile 145; Total 311
Number of bound volumes at close of the year:
Adult 14,980; Juvenile 2,088; Total 17,068





Number of volumes of non-fiction lent:
Adult 7,313; Juvenile 3,220; Total 10,533
Number of volumes of fiction lent:
Adult 27,412; Juvenile 6,140; Total 33,552
Circulation for current year:
Adult 34,725; Juvenile 9,368; Total 44,085
Circulation for day
:
Largest 335; Smallest 22; Average 145
Number of new borrowers 179
NUMBER AND CLASS OF BOOKS USED
Number P.C.





Natural Science 428 .97
Useful Arts 583 1.30
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Fine Arts 569 1.29
Fiction 33552 76.00
Literature 1150 2.60






"A Graduate of Yale" 25
Burroughs Welcome Co. 1
Co-operative Club 1
Deere Company 1
N. Y. Stock Exchange 1
Pead, John 3
Phillips, Mrs. A. V. 1
Thomas Register Co. 1
Troop 4 Milford Boy Scouts 1
Wadleigh, Mrs. Fred 1
bound volumes
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Cash on hand $ 2 97
Town of Milford appropriation 2800 00
Interest on Trust Funds 415 66
Cash received from Librarian:
Use of Library $ 4 75
Books sold 34 81
Books bound 5 00
Fines 165 56
210 1 9J. d
$3428 75
DISBURSEMENTS
Salary of Librarian $1113 00
Salary of Assistant Librarian 682 00









Accounts paid by Librarian:
Postage $ 3 76
Supplies 9 70
P. 0. Box 4 00

























Butler, Smedley D. War is a racket 172.4
Cotton, Edward H. Has science discovered God?
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Jones, E. Stanley. The Christian message for
the world today 266
Christ's alternative to Communism 261
Mackay, John A. That other America 266
Mathews, Basil. The Jew and the world ferment 296
Milne, A. A. Peace with honor 172
Oliver, John Rathbone. The ordinary difficul-
ties of everyday people 170
Sangster, Margaret. God and my garden 248
Seabury, David. What makes us seem so queer? 150
Stearns, Alfred E. To him that overcometh 171
Wilson, Jesse R. Men and women of far hori-
zons 266
SOCIOLOGY
*Baker, Karle Wilson. Old coins 398
Beard, Charles A. The open door at home—
A
trial philosophy in national interest 330.9
Blackslee, George H. Conflicts of policy in the
far east 327
Buell, Raymond Leslie. The world adrift 327
Chase, Stuart. The economy of abundance 330.97
*Colum, Padraic. At the gateways of the day 398
* The bright islands 398
Coneliffe, J. B. War and depression 327
* Counts, George. Bolshevism, Fascism, and
Capitalism, an account of the three
economic systems 330.1
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*Craig, W. W. and Gore, Challiss. The forgot-
ten fifty billions 300
Dean, Vera Micheles. Soviet Russia 1917-1933 327
Dewey, Davis Rich. Financial history of the
United States 336
Duranty, Walter. Europe, war or peace? 327
Engelbrecht, H. C. Merchants of death 341.3
*Farrand, Max. The framing of the constitu-
tion of the United States 342
Greenwood, Ernest. You, utilities, and the gov-
ernment 380
*Hall, F. and Watkins, W. P. Co-operation 334
Hawksworth, Hallam. What are you going to
be? 371.42
Heaton, Herbert. The British way to recovery 330.9
Hill, Helen. The spirit of modern France 327
Holbrook, H. L. and McGregor, A. L. Our
world of work 371.42
Holdsworth, John Thorn. Money and banking 332
Kitson, Harry Dexter. How to find the right
vocation 371.42
Lawrence, David. Beyond the new deal 330.9
Stumbling into socialism and the fu-
ture of our political parties 329
MacCallum, Elizabeth P. Rivalries in Ethiopia 327
Molyneaux, Peter. What economic nationalism
means to the south 327
Millis, Walter. The future of the sea power in
the Pacific 327
Niebuhr, Reinhold. Reflections on the end of
an era 309
Pitkin, Walter B. Capitalism carries on 331
Schultz, Theodore. Vanishing farm markets
and our world trade 327
Wallace, Henry A. America must choose 327
Wells, H. C. The new America 330.9
Wertheimer, Mildred. Germany under Hitler 327
White, Horace. Money and banking • 332
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SCIENCE AND THE ARTS
*Allen, Edward B. Early American wall paper 745
Atwater, Mary Meigs. The shuttle-craft book
of American hand weaving 745
Baker, Robert H. When the stars come out 520
Beebe, William. Half mile down 591.91
Bulliet, C. J. Paintings—An introduction to
art 750
Cahill, Holger and Barr, A. H. Art in America
in modern times 709
*Deere, John. The operation, care, and repair
of farm machinery 613.3
Ditmars, Raymond. Confessions of a scientist 590
Dunham, Elizabeth Marie. How to know the
mosses 588.2
Dyke, A. L. Dyke's automobile and gasoline
encyclopedia, 17th edition 629.2
Emerson, Haven. Alcohol, its effect on man 612.01
Fox, Helen. Gardening with herbs 635.7
Hall, W. P. Games and stunts for all occasions 790
*Haggard, Howard W. The doctor in history 610.9
Holmes, Harry N. Out of the test tube 540
Kenyon, Josephine H. Healthy babies are
happy babies 649
Kinney, Troy and Margaret. The dance 793.3
Knight, Charles R. Before the dawn of history 571
Lampland, Ruth. Hobbies for everybody 790
*Lee, Cuthbert. Early American portrait paint-
ers 759.1
Loening, Grover. Our wings grow faster 629.1
Moore, N. Hudson. The collector's manual 749
The old china book 738
Old furniture book 749
Old glass—European and American 748
Ormsbee, Thomas H. Early American furniture
makers 749
Ortoff, H. S. and Raymore, H. B. Color and suc-
cession of bloom in the flower border 716
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*Parker, DeWitt. The analysis of art 701
Phillips, M. C. Skin-deep—The truth about
beauty aids 614.3
Prentice, E. Parmalee. Breeding profitable
dairy cattle 637
Putz, Alfred. Another garden note book 716
*Rathbun, Seward H. A background to archi-
tecture 720.9
Rockwell, F. F. Flower arrangement 715
Schlink, F. J. Eat, drink and be wary 614.3
Steiri, Emanuele. Home craftsmanship 745




Aldrich, Bess Streeter. Spring came on forever
Andrews, Annulet. Melissa Starke
Ashton, Helen. Hornet's nest
Austin, Frank. King of the range
Aydelotte, Dora. Long furrows
Bacheller, Irving. The oxen of the sun
Bailey, Temple. Fair as the moon
Baldwin, Faith. Puritan strain
Banning, Margaret. The first woman
Barnes, Margaret. Edna his wife
Bassett, Sara Ware. Hidden shoal
Beach, Rex. Jungle gold
Wild pastures
Bell, Sallie Lee. Marcel Armand
Berkeley, Anthony. Murder in the basement
Berry, Raymond A. Smoky water
Bindloss, Harold. Frontierman
Sweetwater Ranch
Birney, Hoffman. Barrier Ranch
Eagle in the sun
Blodgett, Ruth. Easter holiday
Boileau, Ethel. The map of days
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Bower, B. M. The Dry Ridge gang
Trouble rides the wind
Brand, Max. Rustlers of Beacon Creek
Timbal Gulch trail
Brown, Rollo Walter. The hillikin
Buchan, John. Castle Gay
The house of the four winds
Buck, Pearl S. A house divided
Burt, Struthers. The interpreter's house
Calahan, H. A. Back to Treasure Island
Carroll, Gladys H. A few foolish ones
Cambridge, Elizabeth. Susan and Joanna
Carter, Isabel H. Ship mates
Chadwick, Dorothy L. Bright is the tide
Chamberlain, George Agnew. Two on safari
Chase, Borden. East River
Chase, Mary Ellen. Silas Crockett
Uplands
Cather, Willa S. Lucy Gayheart
Chesterton, Gilbert K. The innocence of Father
Brown
The scandal of Father Brown
Christie, Agatha. The boomerang clue
Christie, Sara. With all my heart
Cody, Stone. Dangerous gold
Corbett, Elizabeth. The constant sex
Crownfield, Gertrude. Conquering Kittie
Crozier, John. Murder in public
Cullum, Ridgwell. Sheets in the wind
Culver, Jane. So stood I
Curwood, James Oliver. Faulkner of the inland seas
Cushman, Clarissa F. But for her garden
Deeping, Warwick. The white gate
Dern, Peggy. Cottage colony
Dew, Louise E. Shining armor
Douglas, Lloyd. Green light
Dunsany, Lord. Jorkens remembers Africa
Eberhart, M. G. The mystery of Hunting's End
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Eberhard, Florence. The love barrier
Marriage between friends
Eden, Rob. Want ad heiress
Eppes, Allen. Go west young maid
Quaint locality
Ertz, Susan. Now we set out
Ferguson, W. M. Thoroughbred
Field, Rachel. Time out of mind
Fairway, Sidney. Reluctant sinners
Farnol, Jeffrey. John o' the Green
Ferber, Edna. Come and get it
Ferguson, Blanche Smith. Boxwood
Glorious thunder
Ford, Leslie. Burn forever
Gardner, Anne. All that glitters
Gardner, Earle S. The case of the counterfeit eye
Garth, David. Never mind the lady
Gibbs, Philip. Blood relations
Gill, Tom. Starlight Pass
Glasgow, Ellen. Vein of iron
Gordon, C. W. (Ralph Connor). The rebel loyalist
Gregory, Jackson. The house of the opal
Lords of the coast
Valley of adventure
Grey, Zane. Thunder mountain
Trail driver
Grierson, Francis. Murder in black
Gunn, Tom. Sheriff of Painted Post
Hale, Agnes Burke. So wise so young
Harding, Bertita. Royal purple
Hardy, W. G. Abraham, Prince of Ur
Hauck, Louise P. The crystal tree
His own rooftree
If with all my heart
Haycox, Ernest. The silver desert
Starlight rider
Hill, Robert. Shadow of sword
Hilton, Francis W. The long rope
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Powder River
Hilton, James. And now good-bye
Houghton, Claude. This was Ivor Trent
Hueston, Ethel. Star of the west
Hudson, Jay William. Morning in Gascony
James, Will. Home ranch
Jay, May Foster. The orchard fence
Johnson, George. Jerry rides the range
Joscelyn, Archie. Six-gun sovereignty
Kanton, McKinley. The voice of Bugle Ann
Kelland, Clarence. Speak easily
Kerr, Sophie. Miss J looks on
Keverne, Richard. He laughed at murder
Kyne, Peter B. The Cappy Ricks special
La Farge, Oliver. All the young men
Lane, Rose Wilder. Old home town
Lee, Fanny Heaslip. Anchor man
LeMay, Alan. The smoky years
Lincoln, Joseph C. Storm signals
Lion, Hortense. The grass grows green
Lord, Jeremy. The Bannerman case
Loring, Emilie. It's a great world
McCord, Joseph. Heart's heritage
MacDonald, William C. Roaring lead
McKee, Mabel. The golden thread
McLean, Robert N. The flying boat
Maize, Lillian Taft. Flight's End
Masefield, John. Victorious Troy
Marshall, Edson. Ogden's strange story
Sam Campbell gentleman
Marshall, Marguerite Mooers. Golden height
Salt of the earth
Miller, Helen Topping. Splendor of eagles
Montgomery, Lucy M. Mistress Pat
Morris, Edwin B. Or else a park bench
Mowery, William. The girl from God's Mercie
The phantom canoe
Nichols, Beverley. A village in a valley
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Norris, Charles. Hands
Norton, Roy. The frozen trail
The lone rider
Ogden, George W. Deputy sheriff
Oppenheim, E. Phillips. The battle of Basinghall
Street
Page, Elizabeth. Wild horses and gold
Parmenter, Christine Whiting. The Kings of Bea-
con Hill
Patrick, Diana. Nineveh House
Partridge, Helen. No moon but this
Patterson, Norma. Drums of the night
Payne, Elizabeth S. Shadow on the brook
Pertwee, Roland. Four Winds
Pound, Arthur. Second growth
Provost, Agnes Louise. Hills of destiny
Queen, Ellery. The Egyptian cross mystery
The Spanish cape mystery
Raine, William M. Under northern stars
Reynolds, Mrs. Bailey. Very private secretary
Roche, Arthur Somers. Shadow of doubt
Rice, Alice (Hegan). The lark legacy
Roberts, Cecil. The guest arrives
Roberts, Elizabeth M. A buried treasure
Roberts, Kenneth. The lively lady
Rosman, Alice Grant. The sleeping child
Sabatini, Rafael. Chivalry
Safford, Henry B. That Bennington Mob
*Sims, Marian. Morning star
Smith, Mrs. Harry P. So many worlds
Snow, Charles H. Cardigan-cowboy
Six guns of Sandoval
Spearman, Frank H. Gunlock Ranch
Sprigge, Elizabeth. Castle in Andalusia
Stevens, Barbara B. Walk humbly
Street, A. G. The endless furrows
Sugimoto, Etsu. Daughter of the Nohfu
Stone, Grace Z. The bitter tea of General Yeh
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Strobel, Marion. Fellow mortals
Sykes, Hope W. Second hoeing
Teilet, Darwin L. Murder in the air
Titus, Harold. The man from yonder
Tuttle, W. C. Mystery of J. H. C. Ranch
Vandercook, John W. Murder in Trinidad
Van Dine, S. S. The Benson murder case




Werfel, Franz. The forty years of Musa Dagh
Wharton, Edith. Ethan Frome
White, Nelia G. Fields of Gormarrah
White, S. E. and Devigne, Harry. Pole star
Widdemer, Margaret. Eve's orchard
Williams, Frank. The open range
Wilson, Louise. Broken journey
Wodehouse, Frances. Country holiday
Wren, P. C. Sinbad the sailor
Wynne, Pamela. A dream come true
MISCELLANEOUS
Brewer, Reginald. Delightful diversions 025.2
Dreier, Thomas. The mountain road 818
Engel, Paul. American song—A book of poems 811
Howard, Sidney. Yellow Jack 812
Ibsen, Henrik. Eleven plays 839.92
Johnsen, J. E. Collective bargaining 808.8
Limitation of power of Supreme Court
808.8
Old age pensions 808.8
Socialization 808.8
Keyes, Rowena. Comparative comedies 822
Muller, Helen M. Lotteries 808.8
Sanford, A. P. Thanksgiving plays 812
Shaw, Bernard. Nine plays 822
Van Doren, Carl. What is American literature? 810
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GEOGRAPHY AND TRAVELS
Andrews, Roy Chapman. On the trail of ancient
man 915.17
Blake, Forrester. Riding the Mustang Trail 917.89
Brinley, Gordon. Away to the Gaspe 917.14
Brooks, Charles S. A west wind 917.94
Burdsall, R. L. and Emmons, A. Men against the
clouds 915.15
Burroughs Wellcome Co. The romance of ex-
ploration 910.9
Byrd, Richard Evelyn. Discovery 919.9
Carmer, Carl. Stars fell on Alabama 917.61
Casson, Stanley. Progress of archaeology 913
Coon, Carlton S. Measuring Ethiopia and flight
to Arabia 916.6
Early, Eleanor. Behold the White Mountains 917.42
Enslow, Ella and Harlow, A. F. Schoolhouse in
the foothills 917.68
Durant, Will. The story of civilization . 901
Franck, Harry A. Trailing Cortez through
Mexico 917.25
Vagabonding in Soviet land 914.7
Gibbs, Philip. England speaks 914.2
European journey 914
Gordon, Jan and Cora. Portugese somersault 914.69
Halliburton, Richard. Seven league boots 910
Johnson, Martin. Over African jungles 916.7
Lin, Yutang. My country and my people 915.1
Lincoln, Joseph C. Cape Cod yesterdays 917.44
Lindbergh, Anne Morrow. North to the Orient 915
Longstreth, R. Morris. To Nova Scotia 917.16
* Magoffin, Susan Shelby. Down the Sante Fe
Trail and into Mexico—Diary 1846-
1847 917.25
Overbeck, A. R. Living high 918.4





Phillips, J. C. and Cabot, T. D. Quick-water
and smooth—A canoeist's guide of
New England rivers 917.4
Quennell, Marjorie and C. H. B. History of
everyday things in England 1841-1934—Age
of production 914.2
Raswan, Carl R. Black tents of Arabia 915.31
Smith, Dama Margaret. I married a ranger 917.87
Starkie, Walter. Spanish raggle-taggle 914.6
Symington, John. In a Bengal jungle 915.4
Travers, P. L. Moscow excursion 914.7
BIOGRAPHY AND HISTORY
*Andrews, Charles. Colonial period in Ameri-
can history 973
The colonial background of the
American Revolution 973
Balch, Marston. Modern short biographies 920
Buchan, John. The people's King B
Gummaerts, Emile. Albert of Belgium B
Curwood, James Oliver. Son of the forest—An
autobiography B
Duncan, William C. The amazing Madame Jumel B
Duranty, Walter. I write as I please B
Frohman, Daniel. Daniel Frohman presents an
autobiography • B
*Grinnell, George B. By Cheyenne campfires 970.1
Hendrick, Burton J. The Lees of Virginia 920
Helton, Roy. Sold out to the future 901
Hull, J. M. Judson, the pioneer B
Joslin, Theodore G. Hoover off the record 973.9
Le Gallienne, Eva. At 33 B
Linn, James W. Jane Addams—A biography B
Lorant, Stefen. I was Hilter's prisoner B
Marie, Queen of Roumania. Ordeal—The story
of my life B
Orcutt, William Dana. Celebrities off parade 920
Hylander, C. J. American inventors 920
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Perry, Bliss. And gladly teach B
Phelps, Mary M. Kate Chase Dominant Daugh-
ter B
Richards, Laura E. Samuel Gridley Howe B
Sandoz, Mari. Old Jules B
Sullivan, Mark. Our times—The twenties 973
Tchernavin, Vladimir. I speak for the silent,
prisoners of the Soviet B
*Tolstoy, Countess Alexandra. I worked for
the iSoviet B
*Vernadsky, George. Lenin, red dictator B
Wise, Winifred E. Jane Addams of Hull House B
Zweig, Stefan. Mary, Queen of Scotland and
the Isles B
JUVENILE NON-FICTION
Bacon, Dolores. Operas every child should
know J782
Baker, Clara B. Friends here and away, sec-
ond reader J808
Friends in town and country, first
reader J808
Beard, Charles A. The presidents in American
history J920
Christeson, F. M. Wild animal actors J591
Cooper, Courtney. Boss elephant J791
Hall, A. Neely. Home handicraft for boys J680
Hamilton, Edwin T. Popular craft for boys J7.90
Jones, Rufus M. The boy Jesus and his com-
panions J232
Lansing, Marion F. Food and life J613
Patri, Angelo. White patch J595
Pennell, Mary E. The happy children readers 1-2
J808
Perry, Avadne. Art adventures with discarded
material J680
Reynolds, James J. Modern poetry for children
12 vols. J811
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Reynolds, James J. Beginning of our nation J973
Story-time readers 3 vols J808
Robinson, W. W. Elephants J559.6
Boy Scout's handbook J796
JUVENILE FICTION
Abbott, Jane. Dicket
Adams, Katharine. Stork's nest
Barbour, Ralph. Five point service
Peril in the swamp
Bartlett, Arthur. General Jim
Cormack, Maribelle. Runner of the trail
Crownfield, Gertrude. Traitor's torch
Dalgliesh, Alice. The blue teapot
Christmas
Davidson, F. D. Red heifer
Ellsbergh, Edward. Ocean gold
Fitzgerald, Pitt L. The black spearman
Fleming, Waldo. The lost caravan
Gaines, Ruth. Treasure flower
Govan, Christine. Five at Ashfield
Haines, Donald H. Sporting chance
Hawthorne, Hildegarde. Tabitha of Lonely House
Herper, Wilhelmina. Merry Christmas to you
Heyliger, William. Steve Merrill, engineer
Hollister, Mary B. River children
James, Will. In the saddle with Uncle Bill
Jones, Viola M. Peter and Gretchen of Old Nurem-
burg
Kelly, Eric. Three sides of Agiochook
Kiyooka, Chiyono. Chiyo's return
Lewis, Elizabeth F. Ho-Ming
McLean, Robert. Jumping beans
Means, Florence C. Penny for luck
Rainbow bridge
Moon, Grace. Shanty Ann
Nance, Nancy. Girl scouts in the Ozarks
Price, Edith B. Lubber's luck
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Rankin, Carroll. Stump village
Shannon, Monica. Dobry
Skinner, Constance. Rob Roy
Travers, P. L. Mary Poppin comes back
Van Stockum, Hilda. A day on skates
Villiers, Alan. Whalers of the Midnight-sun
Williamson, Thames. The lobster war
REFERENCE BOOKS
Dictionary of American biograhy, 3 volumes
Essay and general literature index, 1930-1933
Junior book of authors
*Laws passed in New Hampshire 1933
New International year book 1934
^Pageant of American history 15 volumes
Reader's guide July 1932-June 1935
"*Thomas register 1935
United States catalog supplement 1933-1934
Webster's new international dictionary
World almanac 1936
World book 1934 edition 19 volumes
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Report of Parks and Playgrounds
Commission
Ralph J. Gainey Term expires 1936
Daisy E. Stickney Term expires 1936
Anthony J. Rossi Term expires 1937
Carl W. Talbot Term expires 1937
Harland H. Holt Term expires 1938
In keeping with the requirements advocated by
the town Ways and Means Committee, the Parks
and Playgrounds Commission has cut its budget al-
most in half, the past two seasons. Aside from feed-
ing and spraying of the elm trees on the Oval for
the first time, only the actual cleaning upkeep of
grounds and keeping safe the playground equip-
ment for children has been considered this year.
The trees made a ready response to the treatment
and new growth was noticeable. To keep their
beauty and preserve a healthy condition this matter
must be attended to for continuous summers. This
year, money should be allowed in our appropriation
for the painting of the bandstand and repairing and
painting the long neglected seats on the Oval.
American Legion Ricciardi-Hartshorn Post, No.
23, has held Fourth of July and Labor Day carnival
observances on Endicott Park. The Hillsborough
County Grange Field Day for their young people
was held there as usual in October. Twenty-seven
ball games were played on the diamond.
Many council meetings have been held and
guests from the Milford Civic Club officials and
from two different Planning Board groups and sev-
eral speakers upon current issues, such as the new
National Youth Administration, etc., have been en-
tertained. The Commission was glad to give its
consent to the East Milford Club to try an experi-
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mental flooding of Shepard Park for a safe place
for children to skate.
Much has been learned in that respect in the
past few months and it is hoped that the value of it
will greatly assist in a larger rink being maintained
on the new football field section of Endicott Park
next winter. It is estimated that two hundred dol-
lars plus the nightly lighting, which is expensive,
might do this. Shepard Park needs new grade for








Jan. 1, 1935, bank balance
Jan. 1, 1935, cash on hand
May 17, Town of Milford
June 26, rent of park
Aug. 5, Town of Milford
Sept. 4, rent of park
Sept. 7, rent of park
Jan. 31, 1936, Town of Milford
Disbursements










May 23, Louis Smith
May 23, Alfred Pelchat
May 27, Daniel Steele
June 12, County Stores
June 12, Warren H. Chase
June 26, Harry Tostevin
Aug. 5, Warren H. Chase
Aug. 5, County Stores
Aug. 5, E. P. Cassidy
Aug. 5, Milford Machine Works 34 55
Aug. 7, Harry Tostevin 10 00
Sept. 30, Cabinet Press 15 50
Sept. 30, E. P. Cassidy 14 15
Oct. 9, Harry Tostevin 9 00
Jan. 31, '36, Milford Mach. Wks. 3 00
Jan. 31, Warren H. Chase 7 08

















Report of Road Agent
The Department has reconstructed and oiled
the east end of Billings Street and King Street, a
distance of 300 feet; resurfaced and oiled Lull-
wood ; patched and oiled a portion of Summer
Street. We have gravelled Federal hill road from
the Adams place to the Hollis line ; gravelled West
Street, Ball Hill, and from Kendall Corner on Ma-
son Road to the Wilton line.
For experimental purposes the Department has
gravelled and oiled the George Emery hill, the Eu-
gene Woodward hill, and Rattlesnake hill, with the
expectation that this type and method will over-
come the difficulty of washouts that we have had
in the past. We strongly advocate the continuance
of this practice on some of the other bad hills in the
township.
Street signs have been repainted and reset, to-
gether with repairs where needed.
There have been 17,185 gallons of oil put on
the town's highways and streets.
The snow removal has exceeded any year on
record and with the inadequate equipment owned
by the town it has been impossible to keep some of
the outside roads open at all times and has necessi-
tated closing a few of the short cross-roads during
the heavy snowfalls.
HIGHWAY ACCOUNT
Charles Gault, road agent $982 97
Leon Caswell, truck driver 946 01
Carl Bishop, labor 798 23
William Holt, labor 853 21
Charles Bowler, labor 17 20
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Pierre Bernasconi, labor 12 80
Robert Bryant, oil and labor 11 00
Daniel Cahill, labor 57 60
Peter Clarkin, labor 16 00
Percy Crowell, labor 19 20
John Cassarino, labor 29 20
A. D'Angelillo, labor 17 20
Westley Ellis, labor 29 20
N. C. Elliott, labor 12 80
Oscar Ellsworth, labor 33 00
Edward Frost, labor 3 20
Frank Grafton, labor 57 20
Thomas Grant, labor 68 00
Ernest Gallagher, labor 16 00
Ernest Gagnon, labor 6 50
Arthur Hendrickson, labor 22 40
Bert Gainey, labor 2 10
Judson Hall, labor 24 40
Melwin Hutchinson, gravel and labor 295 60
John Hodgman, labor 12 80
James Herlihy, labor 56 80
Edward Holland, labor 14 00
George Harris, labor 68 20
Ponald Jenks, labor 86 00
Fred Kimball, labor 14 60
Santo Mannino, labor 32 40
Dennis Mahoney, labor 3 20
Carl Morrill, labor 12 80
•Elmer May, labor 6 40
William Matthews, labor 26 40
Louis Martell, labor 6 40
George Newbold, labor 18 00
James O'Neil, labor 365 72
Alex Provencal, labor 73 20
Frank Plant, Jr., labor 14 00
Roy Putnam, labor 30 00
Adelard Picard, labor 2 62
Carl Rood, labor 9 33
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Henry Ruonala, labor , 14 00
David Rothorius, labor 14 60
William Stoddard, labor 40 40
William Stickney, labor 22 40
John Spano, labor 41 60
Eugene Stimson, labor 30 80
Charles Saraceno, labor 18 40
Lewis Townes, labor 9 60
Edward Watson, labor 17 20
E. F. Albee, gasoline 134 41
George Badger, gravel 12 00
William Bills, dump cart and harness 23 00
Bernard Bishop, truck 5 82
Checkerboard Grain Co., grain 37 15
County Stores, Inc., supplies 38 56
O. W. Carleton, truck 102 56
George Coggin, gasoline for roller 9 30
Warren Chase, lumber 2 52
Daniels Service Station, gasoline 74 85
John Deschamps, blacksmithing & repairs 71 44
Dyer Sales Co., supplies 10 38
Elm St. Garage, repairs and storage 460 63
Herbert Elliott, truck 74 62
Fisk's Service Station, gasoline 80 77
Farm Service Stores, grain 12 50
William French, placing sign boards 2 00
M. F. Goodale, tire set 5 00
Harold C. Gault, truck battery and faucet 9 59
Houghton Bros., gasoline for roller 13 82.
Maurice Hokinson, express 85
Haseltine and Caldwell, wood 10 60
C. W. Holt, shavings 2 10
Frank Hartshorn Co., wood 7 70
Vernon Holt, painting signs 227 07
Jim's Garage, gasoline 83 05
Koppers Product Co., Tarmac 2038 53
Kittredge & Prescott, insurance on truck 61 00
Lee S. Kendall, sand spreader 39 75
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Henry Lovejoy, hay 49 44
Langdell Lumber Co., shavings 2 50
Ralph Leach, repairs on roller 10 55
S. B. Lynch, hay 12 60
Everett Milne, truck 21 32
Merrimack Farmers Ex., grain and tools 65 01
Arthur Merrill, truck 204 94
John Martin, plumbing 8 19
Milford Machine Works 3 50
Public Service Co., lights 11 00
Fred Perkins, filing saws 2 10
Clarence Sanderson, team * 18 62
Daniel Steele, gravel 36 30
Earl Stickney, team 49 00
Standard Oil Co., gasoline and oil 140 65
George Sears, shoeing horses 5 00
Victor Smith, gasoline 23 25
Souhegan Nat'l. Bank, printing check book 1 06
F. A. Stockley, culvert 18 20
J. B. Varick Co., supplies 11 95
D. Whiting and Sons, wood and grain 18 40
N. J. Whalen and Sons, repairs on harness 2 50
Winslow & Cummings, surfacing roadway
and sidewalk at Standard Oil Station,
asphalt and stone 102 04
Lovell T. Wright, laying culvert 33 00
Elgin Burtt, street signs, lumber and labor 34 06
Milford Water Works, water at town barn 11 00
$9,940 64
Milford Water Works, fountains, paid




Charles Gault, road agent
Carl Bishop, labor







































































Santo Mannino, labor 3 00

















L. C. Smith, labor
Louis Smith, labor
William Stoddard, labor






















































































Bernard Bishop, plowing snow
Buffalo Ind. Co., snow fence
Oliver Carleton, plowing snow
and sanding
County Stores, supplies







































Herbert Elliott, plowing snow
Homer Enderson, trucking snow
Elm St. Garage, storage and repairs
Jim's Garage, gasoline
Everett Milne, plowing snow
New Jersey Fence Co., snow fence
Public Service Co., lights
Joseph Robbins, repairs on snow plows
Standard Oil Co., gasoline
Victor Smith, gasoline
Clarence Sanderson, plowing sidewalks
Winslow and Cummings, trucking snow
H. A. Waterman, repairs on tractor and plow 15 27
Merrimack Farmers Exchange, salt
E. C. and W. L. Hopkins, salt
E. J. Gibbons, welding
J. W. Flanagan and Sons, trucking
snow and tractor
Haseltine and Caldwell, wood
Henry Lovejoy, hay
Westley Morgan, sand
James Melzer, payroll blanks
Milford Machine Works, welding
Ober Clothing Co., supplies
George Sears, shoeing horses
Ernest Gagnon, repairs on plow
Ralph Dunklee, trucking snow
James Casey, trucking snow
Fred Reilly, trucking snow
Waino Daniels, trucking snow
Joseph Riccitelli, trucking snow
































Balance on hand 252 37
$5037 38
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Daniels Service Station, oil
O. W. Carleton, truck














































Charles H. Gault, foreman $452 78
Melwin Hutchinson, labor 146 80
Melwin Hutchinson, sand 4 50
Charles H. Gault, stamps and freight 1 70
Ernest Newbold, labor 44 80
Thomas Iannicelli, labor 46 80
Thomas Grant, labor 22 40
Alfred Pirovano, labor 12 80
Elmer Wells, labor 18 00
William Stoddard, labor 36 40
William Stoddard, Jr., labor 30 80
Alex Salo, labor 18 00
State of N. H., water truck 38 40
State of N. H., grader 30 00
Town of Milford, roller 60 00
Leo Johnson, labor 19 20
Charles Philbrook, labor 28 80
James Tracy, labor 48 00
Rosario Granata, labor 19 20
Robert Courage, labor 14 80
O. N. Parker, labor 19 60
Samuel Ranttila, labor 47 20
Alex Neimi, labor 46 80
John Cassarino, labor 48 00
Alex Provencal, labor 64 40
Pierre Bernasconi, labor 168 40































































































N. W. Granite Co., stone
State of New Hampshire, drop inlets
Merrimack Farmers Ex., cement
Milford Hardware Co., wire and staples
Benjamin Dodge, fence posts
A. D. Davis, fence posts
Timothy O'Neil, fence posts
American Tar Co., tar
William Cleaves, gravel














































Town's share $2505 00






Report of Cemetery Trustees
Acting under Chapter 55 of the Public Statutes
the town passed an ordinance placing the care of
all the cemeteries, and the expending of funds
raised by the town and the proceeds of trust funds
in a board of Cemetery Trustees. The Trustees or-
ganized by electing J. T. Young, chairman, Rodney
Woodman, clerk, and L. L. Junkins, treasurer and
supervisor. Mr. Antimo Carpentieri was appointed
superintendent. He has taken much interest in
keeping the cemeteries picked up and clean.
There has existed much confusion in the records
of lots and burials, especially at Riverside. Mr.
Tucker and trustees have spent much time trying to
get this righted. There are still a few lots that have
burials with no record as to who bought the lot or
was buried there. We now have a card system,
where the name of body buried and exact location
in the lot can be recorded.
The money raised by the town and the proceeds
from trust funds have been expended with no one
receiving any profit from them.
On account of decrease in bank interest there
was less money available for perpetual care
;
yet
the lots have received about the same number of
mowings and we have some money left.
A town ordinance requires that the income from
the sale of lots at Riverside shall be expended on
the upkeep and improvement in that cemetery. Last
spring there was an accumulation of over $600 in
that fund, which with income during the year gave
us above $750 for improvements. By furnishing
this amount for truck hire and supervision the
Emergency Relief Administration granted us about
$3000 for labor. As a result the main avenues and
paths have had the loam removed and replaced
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with good road gravel, a much needed improve-






GENERAL CARE FROM TOWN
APPROPRIATION
For Year Ending January 31, 1936
PAYMENTS
Labor:
William Leonard $4 80
Arthur Dutton 4 80
Almonzer Bourke 4 80
Joseph Heaps, Jr. 9 60
John Clark 8 00
Peter Bernasconi 8 00
Charles Philbrook, Jr. 8 00
Rosario Granata 8 00
Harry Bourke 6 40
Benjamin Daniels 6 40
Michael Villani 3 20
John Q. Hodgman 3 20
Martin Brown 6 40
John Daniels 3 20
John Gilson 6 40
Edward Holland 6 40
Willard Batchelder 9 60
A. H. Wayland 9 60
George Gautreau 8 00
David Courage 6 40
Anthony Carpentieri 16 00
Henry Ruonala 14 40
Ernest Newbold 19 20
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William Dutton 22 40
Philip Tortorelli 12 80
Dominic Rocca 12 80
Thomas Grant 6 40
Stillman Curtis 6 40
Harry Frye 6 40
Joseph Rosi 6 40
Mrs. Louis Bernasconi 19 20
Percy Crowell 6 40
William Stoddard 6 40
David Clark 6 40
Arthur Morell 6 40
Judson Hall 46 40
Joseph Heaps 6 40
$352 00
Antimo Carpentieri 307 65
James P. Melzer, printing 11 50
Cabinet Press, printing 2 75
County Stores, lawn mowers 20 08
Louis Adams, mowing 16 80
Clarence Hagar, lawn mower 13 00
Leon Draper, mowing 15 00
Leon C. Tucker, supplies 3 65
Joseph Rosi, attending gates 12 00
Milford Water Works, water 24 00






pipe $ 2 92





John Daniels, truck hire $264 00
James A. Casey, truck hire 279 60
Earl Stickney, team hire 122 55
Warren Chase, stakes 2 00
Leon C. Tucker, re-purchase
Fred Wheeler lot 25 00
L. L. Junkins, supervising and
surveying for E. R. A. 56 00
$749 15
Balance on hand 49 63
$798 78
RECEIPTS
Cash on hand in Savings Dept. Apr. 1
Mrs. Augustus Comolli, burial lot
Ernest J. Ames, burial lot
Arthur L. Keyes Est., burial lot
Fred E. Cooley, burial lot
George H. Bailey, burial lot
Mrs. Lamour, single grave
W. Elmer Gray, burial lot













Henry Ruonala $6 40
William Ruonala 3 20
George Peterson 6 40
Ernest Newbold 6 40
Michael Villani 6 40
$798 78
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Joseph Heaps 27 60
David Clark 6 40
Rudolph Dube 6 40
Theodore Daniels 12 80
David Angelillo 6 40
Archie Carpentieri 32 80
Salvatore Romeo 6 40
Stillman Curtis 6 40
George Newbold 9 60
Elmer Wells 6 40
Charles Saraceno 6 40
Ernest Gallagher 9 60
Eugene Manning 26 80
Fred Kimball 9 60
David Rothovius 9 60
Fred Luongo 7 60
John Spano 8 80
Anthony Carpentieri 8 80
Elberton Boynton 6 40
Arthur Morell 8 80
Joseph Ryan 7 60
John Ritchie 6 40
Leon C. Tucker 14 00
$280 40
Antimo Carpentieri 213 50
Clarence Hagar, sharpening mc>wer;3 3 25
$497 15
Balance on hand 223 77
$720 92
RECEIPTS
Trustees of Trust Funds $720 92
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Report of Sexton
The usual amount of work with a few changes
and improvements have been made in the care of
the cemeteries during the past year.
The Unknown Soldiers' Memorial at West Street
Cemetery which in previous years has received
little or no attention, has this year made a fine
showing. Also the fence surrounding the Unknown
Soldiers' Memorial has been repaired.
Steps were erected on the south side of the West
Street cemetery, made from discarded stone posts
donated by some of the local merchants. These
posts helped materially as well as financially.
Shrubs and flower beds have been added to the
Riverside Cemetery entrance, and a flower bed at
the "Three Maples." At the Union Street Ceme-
tery the fence has been repaired, and a stone post
knocked down by an unknown truck has been re-
placed.
Through careful planning there is still a small
sum of money on hand for fertilizing and re-seeding
the perpetual lots. During the past year I have im-






Report of Town Planning Board
The Planning Board was organized on Septem-
ber 21, 1935, following the resolution moved and
adopted at town meeting.
Membership: A. V. Garabedian, Chairman, one
year; Mrs. George W. Falconer, Treasurer, two
years; Fred N. Hutchinson, Selectman, three years;
James P. Cassidy, three years; Percy E. Armstrong,
four years; Miss Katherine O'Connell, Secretary.
Meetings: Held on the first Monday of each
month.
Special meetings: Held when necessary for
emergency only.
Hearings: One public hearing held on October
25, 1935, on water project.
Special town meeting: Recommended and held
on November 19, 1935, to accept or reject certain
appropriations.
FINANCIAL REPORT
Received from Zoning Commission $335 30
Paid to Cabinet Office,
zoning notice $ 5 10
Planning Board printing 11 50
Total Payments $16 60
Cash on hand $318 70
MRS. GEORGE W. FALCONER,
Treasurer.
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Report of Overseer of Poor
For Fiscal Year Ending January 31, 1936
Administration Expense
L. L. Junkins, salary
as overseer $500 00
Books, stationery, stamps, etc. 24 90
L. L. Junkins, auto to Concord 4 20
$529 10
Expense on Water Holes
Charged to Welfare Department
J. J. Casey, salary and truck hire 270 00
Expense on Sewing Project
Charged to Welfare Department
McLellan Stores $ 60
Public Service Co., lamps 90
Haseltine and Caldwell 6 75
'$8 25
Expense divided with County:
Haseltine and Caldwell, fuel $ 6 00
Wadleigh & Sargent, rent 16 67
Lily Harley, rent of
sewing machine 3 00
Pearl Pyne, rent of
sewing machine 3 00
Annie Spano, rent of
sewing machine 3 00
Mary Provencal, rent of
sewing machine 3 00
Hester Coffin, rent of
sewing machine 3 00
$37 67
Town Part 17 33
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Accident Case
Leon Tucker, ambulance $16 00
Dr. Oscar Burns 5 00
Forrest Miller, transportation 5 00
26 00
$850 68
AID TO TOWN CHARGES:
Adams, Mrs. Mary $ 9 98
Aubertine, Raymond 78 48
Baillargion, Mrs. Pierina 132 28
Beliveau, Albert 70 66
Bennett, Charles * 184 44
Bernasconi, Pierre 98 62
Bizzozero, Charles 15 82
Bourke, Almonzer 28 00
Bourke, Harry 10 00
Brookings, Samuel 358 95
Byrd, Watson 193 38
Calvetti, Joseph 95 48
Calvetti, Nicola 308 61
Cassanario, Charles 12 00
Cassanario, John 94 65
Cassarino, Domenic 145 70
Chaddock, James 48 82
Champagne, Ephriam 102 66
Cockburn, Hector 276 98
Comolli, Mrs. Dorothy 235 25
Conti, Mrs. Susan 94 45
Davis, John Jr. (Town of Brookline) 16 00
Dutton, Arthur 38 45
Dutton, Norman 48 43
Dutton, William 117 35
Ellis, Wesley 50 98




































































































Total amount received from Selectmen $10,907 49
Cr.
Total amount expended
Regular Relief $8,431 87





special projects 850 68
$10,901 69
Reimbursement due from Hillsboro County 5 00
Cash in Souhegan National Bank 71
Cash on hand 09
$10,907 49
There has been a heavy demand for relief the
past year. There is a growing list of families whose
resources have been depleted and the head of the
family through age or infirmities is no longer able
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to work. These families are going to be with us for
several years.
Since April 1st relief has been administered un-
der the direction of the State Commission of Wel-
fare and Relief. Their forms and numerous reports
entail much additional work, making practically a
full time job for the overseer.
The state reimbursed the town for 50 per cent
of the relief from January 1st to November 1st,
when the funds were exhausted.
In the County charges the overseer acts only as
agent for the county, none of the money going
through the town treasury, therefore we are not
making a detailed report. The county has furnish-
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Mrs. Emma B. Daniels, Chairman
Term expires 1938
Mr. Harry N. Thomas, Secretary
Term expires 1937






Dr. W. H. W. Hinds
Superintendent of Schools





Miss Venita H. Carter, R. N. School Nurse












PROPOSED CALENDAR FOR 1936-1937
Begin Close
September 8, 1936 November 25, 1936
November 30, 1936 December 23, 1936
January 4, 1937 February 19, 1937
March 1, 1937 April 23, 1937
May 3, 1937 June—to be determined
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FINANCIAL REPORT OF SCHOOL BOARD
(For Fiscal Year July 1, 1934 to June 30, 1935)
Total Receipts $59,137 33
Total Payments 58,463 51
Cash Balance June 30, 1935 $673.82
RECEIPTS IN DETAIL
From Selectmen Raised by Taxation:
Appropriation, March 1934, for fiscal
year July 1, 1934 to June 30, 1935 $52,810 00
Special Appropriation, March 1934,
for repairs 759 00
From State: None
From Sources Other Than Taxation:
Dog licenses $ 734 66
Elementary school tuitions 898 00
High school tuitions 2667 63
Wason House rent 198 50
Other receipts (See Treas-
urer's report) 294 93
4793 72
Total receipts from all sources $58,362 72
Total cash on hand July 1, 1934 774 61
GRAND TOTAL $59,137 33
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PAYMENTS JULY 1, 1934 to JUNE 30, 1935
Administration :
1. Salaries of district officers $300 00
2. Supt.'s excess salary 896 00
3. Truant officer & school census 56 20
4. Expenses of administration 648 94
$1901 14
Instruction :
5. Teachers' salaries $31,870 00
6. Text books 1411 84
7. Scholars' supplies 1482 97
8. Flags and appurtenances 10 69
9. Other expenses of instruction 586 49
$35,361 99
Operation and Maintenance of School Plant:
10. Janitor service $2354 00
11. Fuel 1538 79
12. Water, light and
janitors' supplies 862 98
13. Minor repairs and expenses 1124 66
$5880 43
Auxiliary Agencies and Special Activities:
14. Medical inspection and
health supervision $1050 00
15. Transportation of pupils 2329 20
16. High school and academy-
tuition (rebate) 38 00
17. Elementary school tuition 00 00




19. Tax for state wide super-
vision $1634 00
20. Insurance and other
fixed charges 120 00
$1754 00
Outlay for New Construction, New Equipment
and Special Repairs:
21. Lands and new buildings $ 00 00
22. Alterations of old buildings 303 17
23. New equipment 906 07
$1209 24
Debt, Interest and Other Charges:
24. Payments of principal
of debt $6000 00
25. Payments of interest
on debt 2720 00
26. Payments of old bills 00 00
27. Wason House expenses 39 62
$8759 62
Total Amount of Payments $58,463 51
General expenses, including debt,
interest and outlay charges $13,624 00
Support of high school 16,074 51




July 1, 1934 to June 30, 1935
1. Salaries of District Officers:
Anna H. Smith, school board $ 40 00
Harry N. Thomas, school board 120 00
Rodney C. Woodman, sch. board 80 00
A. Wallace Wilkins, clerk 5 00
David Deans, moderator 5 00
Maurice G. Jewett, treasurer 45 00
Fred S. Kimball, auditor 2 50
Hugo Trentini, auditor 2 50
$300 00
2. Superintendent's Salary Account:
Harry N. Thomas, Treas., Union No. 40,
account Harold C. Bales $896 00
3. Truant Officer and School Census:
Forrest Holt, truant officer $16 20
Ernando DiVittori, census enum. 40 00
$56 20
4. Expenses of Administration:
Edward E. Babb & Co., report
card envs., office supplies $7 88
Harold C. Bales, toll calls 70
Cabinet Press, recitation and
report cards 22 06
Edson C. Eastman Co., ledger
sheets 1 67
Emma J. Epps, blotters, rubber
bands, stamp pad 3 35
J. L. Hammett Co., book stamp,
colored pencils, clips, date
stamp, office supplies 5 67
M. G. Jewett, stamps and envs. 15 40
L. L. Junkins, surveying 1 50
R. E. Lane, warrants 71
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H. B. McArdle, office supplies 7 95
James P. Melzer, letterheads and
envs., census cards 9 60
J. J. Morgan, Jr., stamps, office sup-
plies, % expenses to Ply-
mouth convention 14 09
N. E. Tel. and Tel. Co., service
and tolls 98 91
Remington Rand Business
Service, cards 3 28
School Service Co., high school
transfer sheets 1 17
Shattuck and Rice, transfer
binder 4 20
Teachers' College, janitor service
booklet 80
Harry N. Thomas, Treas., acct.
of clerk for Union No. 40 450 00
5. Teachers' Salaries:
Abbiati, Flora—French, Eng. $1035 00
Andrews, Erma—History, Eng. 1185 00
Boudreau, Violet—Grade V 850 00
Brown, Marguerite—Math. 900 00
Butler, Emma—Grade I 945 00
Clarkin, Kathryn—Grade VI 945 00
Crosby, Raymond—Mech. Arts 1100 00
Davis, Melba—Latin, Biology 1125 00
Fitzpatrick, Alta—Commercial 900 00
Forbes, Phyllis—Social Science,
Physical Education 1080 00
French, Ruth—English 1185 00
Gogan, Katherine—Osgood
School, Grs. I-VI 838 00
Steele, Mrs. Lizzie—sub. 12 00
Hagar, Mrs. Alberta—Grade IV 943 00




ence, Math., Phys. Ed. 1300 00
Heinrich, Kathryn—Eng., Music 850 00
Herlihy, Alice—Hist., Civics 1185 00
Holcomb, Pauline—Grade VI 850 00
Horace, Regis—Comm., Civics 850 00
Jennison, Mrs. Alice—Grade IV 945 00
Kieley, Eleanor—Grade II 945 00
King, C. Frances—Laurel,
Grades I-III 921 00
Cassidy, Elizabeth—sub. 4 00
McGettigan, Mary—Grade V 900 00
Miller, Beatrice—Grade II 945 00
Morgan, Jesse J.—Headmaster,
Math. 2200 00
Pettee, Mary—Prin. ; Grade I 1125 00
Scully, Mrs. Elizabeth—Pine
Valley, Grs. I-IV 772 00
Powers, Mrs. Louise—sub. 28 00
Smith, Stella—Dom. Arts, Geog.,
Civics 1125 00
Sutherland, Bessie—Grade III 945 00
Talbot, Carl—Mech. Arts 1440 00
Wheeler, Elsie—Elem. Music 450 00
Young, Muriel—Grade III 945 00
Cadets:
Halladay, Frances—Dom. Arts 25 00
Hardy, Ruth—Dom. Arts 25 00
Rhodes, Ruth—Dom. Arts 25 00
Torrey, Elizabeth—Dom. Arts 17 00
Casey, Mrs. Winifred—sub. 8 00
High $12,046.40; Elem. $19,823.60
6. Textbooks:
Allyn and Bacon 54 56
American Book Co. 62 87
American Cookery 1 50
$31870 00
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Amherst School District 3 30
D. Appleton Century Co.
Arlo Publishing Co.
Edward E. Babb and Co.







J. L. Hammett Co.
Harcourt, Brace and Co.








Rand, McNally and Co.
Row, Peterson and Co.
H. M. Rowe Co.
Scott, Foresman and Co.
Silver, Burdett and Co.
John C. Winston Co.
World Book Co.
High $597.86; Elem. $813.98
7. Scholars' Supplies:
A. P. R. Paste and Glue Co. $ 8 17
Edward E. Babb and Co. 453 99
Harold C. Bales, express 89
Brodhead-Garrett Co. 22 32
Cambosco Scientific Co. 74 19










































Public Service Co., power
Robinson and Epps
Standard Oil Co. of N. Y.
D. Whiting and Sons
World Book Co.
High $352.42; Elem. $1130.55
8. Flags and Appurtenances:
The County Stores, Inc., flag rope $2 17
J. L. Hammett Co., flags 6 27
Milford Machine Works, repairs
to flag poles 1 75




















High $.10; Elem. $10.59
9. Other Expenses of Instruction:
American Book Co., reference
books
American Classical League, sub-
scription to "Latin Notes"
American Education Press, Cur-
rent Events Yearbooks






Joseph E. Avent, reference book 2 75
Edward E. Babb and Co., master
maps 1 65
G. N. Bosworth, almanacs 8 10
Brown Book, 1935 Brown Book 1 00
Bruce Publishing Co., ref-
erence books 6 76
Cambosco Scientific Co., Bunsen
burners, Mazda lamp, mi-
cropticon repairs 14 35
Chandler and Farquhar, Mechanic
Arts replacement 4 04
Congressional Digest, subscription 4 50
The County Stores, replacements 85 21
Desautels Music House, pitchpipes 2 50
Educational Service Bureau,
reference books 3 70
Emerson and Son, replace-
ments of Dom. Arts, equip 20 46
Carl Fischer, Inc., orchestrations 8 89
The Flather Co., chuck plate,
M. A. replacements
Ginn and Co., reference books
J. L. Hammett Co., plan book
covers, diplomas
Harper and Bros., reference book
Harry Houston, writing scales 89
Longmans, Green and Co., ref-
erence book 1 46
National Broadcasting Co., Dam-
rosch Hour books 2 00
National Council Teachers of Eng-
lish, reference books 2 55
National Survey Co., 1 N. H.
Register 1 00
Northwestern Press, 2 playbooks 2 08
Oxford University Press,






Remington Rand Bus. Service,
3 machines—replacements
Rand, McNally & Co., maps
W. B. Saunders, reference books
Charles Scribners Sons, ref . books
L. W. Singer Co., library books
Snap-On Tools, M. A. replacem'ts 13
E. M. Stickney, D. A. replacem'ts
Underwood Elliott-Fisher Co.,
4 typewriter replacements 185 00
James E. Webster Est., engrav-
ing plaque 2 50
Webster Publishing Co., class
books 5 94








High $474.44; Elem. $114.05
10. Janitor Service:
Violet Ciardelli, Laurel School $ 32 00
John Forsyth, Osgood School 36 00
Calvin Goldsmith, High School 1196 00
Forrest Holt, Elem. School 1050 00
Primo Marcucci, Laurel School 4 00
Adelard Nadeau, Pine Val. Sch. 36 00
High $756.04; Elem. $1597.96
11. Fuel:
Lewis Adams,sawing wood
E. P. Oassidy, 4 cds. wood
Herbert Crosby, 2% cds. wood
Homer Enderson, 4 cds. wood
Frank Hartshorn Co., 160 cu. ft.
kindling 7 50
Haseltine & Caldwell, coal (13i/2 T.








D. Whiting and Sons, Inc., coal
and 1 Id. slabs (102 T. at
H. S., 64 T. at Elem.) 1250 65
$1538 79
High $523.06; Elem. $1015.73
12. Water, Light & Janitors' Supplies:
Edward E. Babb & Co., chemical $15 00
Cheshire Chemical Co., towels,
toilet paper, solvent 141 75
The County Stores, Inc., brushes,
lamps, pails, sponges, ash
cans, ladders, etc. 32 43
Daniels Filling Station, gas and
oil for power lawn mower 2 68
Emerson and Son, brooms and
brushes 56 23
Mrs. Charles Hutchinson, water
for Osgood School, 2 yrs. 5 00
G. A. Jennison, cleaning supplies 11 18
Masury-Young Co., floor oil, soap 47 75
Milford Water Works, service 152 95
People's Laundry, service 3 24
Public Service Co., service 364 32
Robinson and Epps, cleaning
supplies " 1 20
Alden Speare's Sons Co., floor oil 6 90
Sunset Grocery Co., cleaning
supplies 3 00
D. Whiting & Sons, fertilizer 3 60
Rodney C. Woodman, fertilizer for
lawn and shrubbery 15 75
$862 98
High $331.29; Elem. $531.69
13. Minor Repairs and Expenses:
The County Stores, Inc., supplies 264 53
Raymond A. Dyer, acid 1 00
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Edward E. Babb and Co., wax
for floor $ 5 25
H. A. Beane, tuning pianos,
fixing victrola 8 00
Brookline School District, gallon
floor seal 2 40
Warren H. Chase, lumber for
repairs 48 87
Emerson and Son, furniture
polish, shade repairs, etc. 4 70
E. T. Felch, sharpen'g lawn mower 1 00
J. W. Flanagan and Sons, elem.
walk repairs, rural repairs 69 97
Will F. French, rural and elem.
repairs 32 80
Clarence Hagar, sharpening lawn
mower 1 25
Forrest Holt, ladder brackets, use
of car and trailer for rural
cleaning, ladder hook 19 38
John R.|Martin, labor and mat. 369 78
McLane Mfg. Co., lumber, moss
glass, painting lab. tables 23 95
Milford Machine Works, labor
and materials
F. H. Perkins, filing saws
Russell C. Riddle, electrical re-
pairs—elem.
J. F. Ryan Co., desk tops
Spaulding Fibre Co., 4 waste-
baskets 17 04
Standard Electric Time Co.,
cleaning and oiling
master clock 8 75
Carl W. Talbot, library at high
school and rural repairs 47 60







H. A. Waterman, steel and labor 16 45
James E. Webster Est., clock
repairs 1 25
W. E. Whitehead, clock repairs 20 00
Winslow and Cummings, widening
high school walk 41 20
$1124 66
High $373.56; Elem. $751.10
14. Medical Inspection:
Dr. W. H. W. Hinds, medical
inspection $180 00
Milford Red Cross, nurse
service 856 84
First aid supplies 13 16
$1050 00









16. High School Tuition:
Greenfield School District, rebate
for overpayment of tuition $38 00
18. Other Special Activities:
H. A. Beane, 12 music stands $10 69
Kathryn Heinrich, orchestra ex-
penses to Laconia 3 50










County Stores, Inc., football for
Osgood School 2 00
Town of Milford, rent of hall
for basketball 150 00
West Disinfecting Co., sanitary
fillers 12 50
High $140.50; Elem. $39.39
$179 89
19. Tax for State-Wide Supervision:
Charles T. Patten, State Treas.,
$2 per capita tax, based
on 1933-1934 enrollment $1634 00
20. Insurance and Other Fixed Charges:
A. L. Keyes, insurance on High School
Bldg., $10,000 exp. Mar. 14, 1938 $120 00
22. Alterations of Old Buildings:
Leo Comolli, painting flag poles
and fire escape $47 00
The County Stores, Inc., paint
for high school exterior 41 13
Will F. French, shingling Os-
good School 180 00
J. L. Hammett Co., 7 forse shades 35 04
$303 17
23. New Equipment:
The County Stores, Inc., piston
ring compressor, set and
blocks, tap and die set, ig-
nition wrench set, valve
remover $16 60
Herbert H. Flather, lathe and
crating 179 50
Clarence Hagar, power lawn
mower 150 00
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Maurice E. Hokinson, trucking
lathe 6 00
C. C. Leader, new fence at Elem.
Building 3,91 00
Milton Bradley Co., 4 elem. chairs 8 65
J. H. Nott and Co., 1 utility
platform 16 19
Harry N. Thomas, Treas., balance
account safe 127 00
Rodney C. Woodman, freight
on fence 10 00
$906 07
24. Payments of Principal of Debt:
First National Bank of Boston
(July 1, 1934) $6000 00
25. Payments of Interest on Debt:
First National Bank of Boston
($1423.75 July 1, '34; $1296.25
Jan. 1, 1935) $2720 00
27. Specials—Wason House:
John R. Martin, labor on plumb-
ing repairs $12 92
Milford Water Works, service 26 70
$39 62
Total Payments $58,463 51
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BUDGET
July 1, 1936 to June 30, 1937




Teachers' salaries $32300 00 $32300 00
Textbooks 1400 00 1300 00
Scholars' supplies 1400 00 1500 00
Flags and appurtenances 20 00 20 00
Other exp. of instruction 550 00 600 00
Janitor service 2258 00 2258 00
Fuel 1500 00 1500 00
Water, light and
janitors' supplies 800 00 800 00
Minor repairs and expenses 800 00 800 00
Medical inspection 1050 00 1050 00
Transportation 2435 00 2250 00
Other special activities 200 00 200 00
$44713 00 $44578 00
B. Amounts Recommended for Payment of
Other Obligations:





Salary of truant officer
Salary of census enumerator
Supt.'s salary account
$2 per capita tax
Payment of prin. of debt
$280 00 $280 00
45 00 45 00
5 00 5 00
5 00 5 00
5 00 5 00
40 00 40 00
40 00 40 00
896 00 896 00
1584 00 1570 00
6000 00 6000 00
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Payment of int. on debt 2465 00
Expenses of administration 700 00














$53053 00 $51774 00





Balance from previous year $ 00 00 $ 00 00
Dog tax 600 00 600 00
High school tuitions 2500 00 3000 00
Elementary tuitions 1000 00 800 00
Sale of supplies 100 00 100 00
Wason House rent 100 00







REPORT OF THE TREASURER
For the Fiscal Year July 1, 1934 to June 30, 1935
MAURICE G. JEWETT, Treasurer,
In account with School District of Milford
Dr.
Balance as per last report
Board of Selectmen:
Approp'n of Mar. 1934 $53,569 00
Dog tax 734 66
$774 61
54303 66
From Sources Other Than Taxation
:
Elem. school tuitions $ 898 00
High School tuitions 2667 63
Wason House rent 198 50
Sale of typewriter 30 00
Rent of sander 5 00
Misc. sales and rebates 259 93
4059 06
Cr.
Payments on orders of School Board
Cash on hand June 30, 1935












ABSTRACT OF REPORT OF CLERK TO STATE
BOARD OF EDUCATION, SCHOOL BOARD,
AND SELECTMEN
District Revenue Voted March 12, 1935, for School
Year 1935-1936
For support of high schools $16,438 00
For support of elementary schools 28,275 00
For payment of principal of debt 6,000 00
For payment of interest on debt 2,465 00
For salaries of district officers 340 00
For truant officer and school census 80 00
For superintendent's excess salary 896 00
For clerk and administration 700 00
$2 per capita tax for supervision 1,584 00
For special appropriations 475 00
Chemical tanks $150 00
Painting one rural 50 00
High school roof 200 00
Weather stripping 25 00
Auto entrance to shop 50 00
Amount of School Board's Budget and
special appropriation $57,253 00
Deduction for estimated income of district 4,200 00
Amount to be raised by taxation for
budget and appropriations $53,053 00
A. WALLACE WILKINS,
Clerk of the School District.
March 12, 1935.
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REPORT OF SUPERINTENDENT OF SCHOOLS
To the School Board of Milford:
I herewith submit my seventeenth annual re-
port which is the thirty-first in the series of such
reports.
Union No. 40
Beginning with the school year 1933-1934 Hollis
was added to the four districts which had com-
prised this union since 1919. The apportionment
of joint expenses of the districts is at present as fol-
lows: Amherst 17%, Brookline 8%, Hollis 14%,
Milford 56%, and Mont Vernon 5%.
Teachers
Elementary: Due to decreasing enrollment it
was decided to combine grades and maintain eleven
rooms only at the elementary building. Under this
plan there are two separate first grades, one single
second grade, one single third grade, and a com-
bination of second and third. Grades IV-V-VI each
continue with two rooms per grade. This plan ne-
cessitated the closing of one third grade room
which was the room conducted for many years by
Miss Bessie Sutherland.
Aside from this, one change only has occurred
;
namely, Miss Elizabeth L. Hill of Lawrence re-
placed Miss Holcomb in Grade VI. Miss Hill is a
graduate of the four-year course at Lowell Normal
School. The enrollment data indicates that there is
likely to be no increase in registration. On the con-
trary, conditions may require that one less room be
maintained in the near future. The elementary
staff at present is as follows:
Miss Mary A. Pettee, Principal and Grade I
Miss Emma E. Butler, Grade I
Miss Eleanor M. Kieley, Grade II
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Miss Beatrice L. Miller, Grade III
Miss Muriel B. Young, Grades II-III
Mrs. Alberta T. Hagar, Grade IV
Mrs. Alice D. Jennison, Grade IV
Miss Violet M. Boudreau, Grade V
Miss Mary C. McGettigan, Grade V
Miss Kathryn M. Clarkin, Grade VI
Miss Elizabeth L. Hill, Grade VI
Miss C. Frances King, Laurel School,
Grades I-II-III
Miss Katherine M. Gogan, Osgood School,
Grades I-VI
Mrs. O. Elizabeth Scully, Pine Valley School,
Grades I-IV
High School: Many more changes than usual
have occurred in the High School staff. In August
Headmaster Morgan was released to accept the
Headmastership of Woodbury High School in
Salem, New Hampshire. Mr, Edward I. Erickson, a
former teacher, was appointed to fill the vacancy.
He is a graduate of Bates College and has taken ad-
vanced study at Harvard and New Hampshire Uni-
versities. Miss Melba Davis, teacher of Latin and
Biology, accepted a position at Medford, Massa-
chusetts. Miss Alta Fitzpatrick, Commercial teach-
er, was married during the summer. Mr. Leon
Hamel, Science teacher and coach, accepted a po-
sition at Grafton, Massachusetts. Due to large en-
rollment in the High School and to discontinuance
of cadet teachers from Keene Normal School, five
appointments were made to replace the four with-
drawals mentioned above. They were as follows:
Miss Elvie L. Teeri of Durham, University of New
Hampshire 1935, Mr. Alva Z. Allen of Brookline,
Massachusetts, Dartmouth 1934, Mr. Elmore K.
Putnam of Claremont, New Hampshire, Bowdoin
1933 and Fitchburg Normal School 1935, and Mr.
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Elliott W. Keach of Springfield, Massachusetts,
Springfield College 1935. Considerable rearrange-
ment of subjects has been made. A complete state-
ment of teachers and subjects taught will be found
in the Headmaster's report.
Music
The plan of having the music teacher at the
High School devote half-time to music and half-
time to English has been continued. This is in ad-
dition to the elementary music teacher who com-
bines the Milford work with several other districts
in this and the Wilton union. In addition to the
regular required instruction in music for grades
VII-VIII more attention is being given to special
groups such as glee club, orchestra, and band. Miss
Kathryn Heinrich is assisting individuals to learn
to play instruments and considerable progress is
being made. There are many pupils who have abil-
ity and wish to learn to play some instrument, but
there is a great shortage of instruments. A musical
enteratinment will be given later in the school
year for the purpose of raising funds to buy instru-
ments to be owned by the school and loaned to
pupils. This entertainment will include both High
School and grade pupils. Any donation of instru-
ments or assistance to procure the same will be
very much appreciated. The American Legion has
already given fifty dollars which will be used to
purchase a second hand bass horn.
Report Cards
For some time a study has been made of report
cards, that is to say, a revision of the cards in use
in order to make the report much less arbitrary and
to report more definitely to parents lines of strength
or lines of weakness. The cards now in use instead
of giving a numerical average or a letter corres-
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ponding to the numerical percentage in value, at-
tempt to show whether a pupil is measuring up to
his ability, and if not, why not. Since this type of
card is quite different than the earlier form, espe-
cially for parents who have made little study of the
matter, it is earnestly hoped that parents will con-
sult teachers and school officials in regard to re-
ports of individual children so that as time goes on
further improvements in the card may be made.
Pupil Grading
For quite a number of years elementary pupils
have been assigned to rooms on the basis of ability,
for example, one of the two sixth grade rooms had
pupils who were capable of doing more and harder
work. The other room had the pupils of less capac-
ity, capable only of slower progress. Theoretically
this more or less homogeneous grouping is for the
best interest of the pupil, allowing as it does for
pupils of greater ability not to be held back by the
slower ones and, conversely, for the slower pupils
not to be discouraged by being with a more ad-
vanced group. As often happens, theory and prac-
tice do not fit exactly. In this situation objection
arises which is that pupils in the slower division
come to feel that they are incapable of doing good
work or as the pupil puts it, that they are "dumb."
This feeling, however, is entertained fully as much
on the part of parents as by children themselves.
Beginning last September the grouping by ability
has been discontinued and pupils have in general
been assigned to rooms irrespective of ability. It
is interesting to note that whereas before the par-
ents of the slower children objected to the plan now
parents of the faster children do not wholly favor
the present arrangement. In the High School there
is of course opportunity and necessity of grouping
by aptitudes due to the fact that different pupils
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pursue different major lines of work—commercial,
college preparatory, domestic arts, mechanic arts,
or perhaps general. Even without different offer-
ings there is a large enough enrollment to have
different sections in the common subjects such as
English, mathematics, history, and science. The
present plan of working this out in the High School
is discussed further in the headmaster's report.
Repairs, Improvements, and Needs
Since a year ago the following things have been
done
:
1. Steel ceiling and new lighting fixtures at
Pine Valley.
2. Steel ceiling and new lighting fixtures at
Laurel.
3. Resurfacing of floors at elementary build-
ing.
4. Roof repairs at High School.
5. Caulking windows at High School and be-
ginning of installation of weather stripping.
6. Painting Osgood school, both interior and ex-
terior.
7. New cheniical toilet tank at Laurel.
8. Rebuilding of shop service entrance at High
School.
9. Relocation of lighting fixtures in High School
kitchen.
Needs for the future
:
1. Gymnasium.
2. Continuation of weather stripping at High
School.
3. Interior painting at High School.
4. Plumbing fixtures in High School laboratory.
5. Heating plant at High School.
6. Roof repairs at elementary building.
Conclusion
What is education anyway? It is not a course of
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training to prepare for life at some future date. It
is living life now. It is not confined to the hours or
days in the schoolrooom nor to a particular chron-
ological age. It is a continuous process throughout
life. Hence it behooves us all—teachers, school of-
ficials, pupils, parents, citizens—to have a clear
philosophy about education, a philosophy that con-
siders the maximum development of the individual
as of paramount importance. Such a development
involves adequate teacher background and prepa-
ration, efficient administration, right attitude of
girls and boys, cooperation of parents, and an in-







General Statistics for School Year 1934-1935
Number of different pupils registered during
year: boys 417; girls 441; total 858*
Enrollment by grades: 1-76; 11-65; 111-77;
IV-85 ; V-73 ; VI-74 ; VII-74 ; VIII-82 ;
IX-96; X-60; XI-48; XII-45 ; P.G.-3; total 858*
*Of these 15 had previously attended school
elsewhere in New Hampshire during year
Number under 5 years of age in school
Number between 5 and 8 years 145
Number between 8 and 14 years 423
Number between 14 and 16 years 154
Number over 16 121
Number of non-resident pupils in high school 49
Number of non-resident pupils in elem. schools 28
Average membership in high school (IX-XII) 231.34
Per cent of attendance in high school 95.82
Av. membership in elem. schools (I-VIII) 573.76
Per cent of attendance in elementary schools 94.13
Number not absent nor tardy during year 62
Aggregate number of tardinesses 480
Average number of tardinesses per pupil .57
Number of sessions in high school 355
Number of sessions in elementary school 356
Number of meetings held by School Board 5
Teaching positions: High 14; Elem. 15; total 29
Special teacher for Elementary Music 1
Av. salary of women teachers, high school $1035.45
Av. salary of women teachers, elementary $909.65
Av. salary of men teachers except headmaster
$1280.00
Salary of headmaster of high school $2200.00
Number of visits made by school board members 23
Number of visits by superintendent 436
Number of visits by citizens 711
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ELEMENTARY ENROLLMENT JANUARY 31, 1936



































68Total at Elem. 59 47 49
Rural Schools:
Miss King, Laurel 7 7 3
Miss Gogan, Osgood 4 11
Mrs. Scully, Pine Valley 7 6 4 5
Totals in Rurals 14 17 8 6~










AGE-GRADE TABLE JANUARY 31, 1936
Grades 1 2 3 4 5 6 Totals
Age 5-6 16 16
Age 6-7 48 15 63
Age 7-8 7 45 12 1 65
Age 8-9 2 4 39 13 58
Age 9-10 4 45 14 63
Age 10-11 1 8 44 15 68
Age 11-12 1 2 13 35 51
Age 12-13 2 11 13
Age 13-14 3 1 6 10
Age 14-15 2 2 4
Age 15-16 2 2
Totals 73 64 57 74 76 69 413
Girls 35 30 21 41 38 33 198
Boys 38 34 36 33 38 36 215
Total elementary enrollment as of January 31 for last five years:
427; 416; 438; 447; 447.
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PERFECT ATTENDANCE
Six Years: Theodore Bourn.
Five Years: Annette Caldwell.
Three Years: Suoma Jarvis, Robert Jewett, Dor-
othy Moore, Arthur Rafter, Frances Wilkins, Dor-
othy Woods.
Two Years: Jane Bourn, Paul Duff, Virginia
Hardy, Eino Kolehmainen, Dorothy Mahoney, Rob-
ert Rafter, Bruce Richardson, Beatrice Silva, Mer-
ton Smith, Everett Wheeler, Marion White.
Perfect Attendance for School Year 1934-1935
High School Building, Grades VII-XII: Beverly
Boak, Jane Bourn, Theodore Bourn, Annette Cald-
well, Richard Carr, Charles Cassarino, Eugene Ciar-
delli, Verna Doucet, Paul Duff, Virginia Hardy,
Suoma Jarvis, Robert Jewett, Ruth Johnson, Bar-
bara Kendall, Eino Kolehmainen, Dorothy Mahon-
ey, Dorothy Moore, Helen Moran, Hazel Morgan,
Roger Morse, Pearl Powell, Walter Putnam, Bar-
talo Prestipino, Bruce Richardson, Livia Rocca,
Peter Rocca, Mary Romeo, Sulo Salo, Ruby Silva,
Italo Silveri, Frederick Talbot, Marion Talbot, Har-
old Warren, Everett Wheeler, Marion White, Fran-
ces Wilkins, Doris Williams, Sulo Winters, Dorothy
Woods, Jeannette Yunghans.
Elementary Schools
Grade VI: Paul Chase, Gloria Gibbs, Nina La-
Ponsie, Norma Linna, Vincent Mannino, Lina
Oikari, Maud Riedle, Beatrice Silva, Alden Thrash-
er.
Grade V: Oliver Bailey, Vida Gibbs.
Grade IV: Robert Carleton, Hugo Silveri, Mer-
ton Smith.
Grade III: Alice Carleton, Theodore Hutchinson.
Grade II: Malcolm Dunklee, Roger Sprague.
Grade I: Deborah Batterson.
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Laurel: None.
Osgood: Arthur Rafter, Robert Rafter, Shirley
Rafter.
Pine Valley: None.
Perfect Attendance September 4, 1935 Through
January 31, 1936
Grade XII: Verna Doucet, Herbert Duer-
schmidt, Virginia Hardy, Marion Jewett, Ruth
Johnson, Dorothy Moore, Pearl Powell, Dorothy
Woods, Barbara Wright.
Grade XI: Lawrence Bales, Evelyn Carleton,
Evelyn Goodale, Esther Hasu, Alan Jasper, Sep-
tima Luongo, Muriel Lynch, Margaret Mahoney,
Hazel Morgan, Richard Smith, Helen Wallace.
Grade X: Paul Duff, Ronald Fraser, Irene Gag-
non, Revona Hardy, Gertrude Maki, Jeannette Mar-
tin, Eugene McCue, Paiazi Querim, Mary Romeo,
Marion Talbot, Nancy Thrasher, Frances Wilkins,
Violet Wilkins, Lucille Woodman, Sylvia Wood-
man.
Grade IX: John Beals, Jane Bourn, Kenneth
Buxton, Dorothy Calvetti, James Chandler, Eliza-
beth Consigli, Ellen Farwell, John Gallagher, Jessie
Hartshorn, Norman Homoleski, Barbara Kendall,
Eleanor Perkins, Walter Putnam, Olivia Sassi, Win-
ston Sears, Beatrice Soucy, Grace Tostevin, Marcia
Waterman, Catherine White.
Grade VIII: Phyllis Burtt, Dorothy Cain, Joseph
Calderara, Charles Cassarino, Vileta Chartier,
Velma Curtis, Ernest Medlyn, Roland Parker, Leon-
ard Randall, Charles Ricciardi, Livia Rocca, Gloria
Rosi, Rita Rossi, Margaret Sayward, Italo Silveri,
Mary Smith, Marion White, Herman Yunghans,
Harold Warren, Miriam Wright.
Grade VII: Harlan Burns, Eleanor Carleton,
Rita Caswell, Harry Cheney, Camillie Crisafulli,
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Caesar Falsani, William Gibbons, Gloria Gibbs, Ed-
ward Norton, Toivo Ollikainen, Norma Ordway,
Lawrence Rossiter, Beatrice Silva, Nelson Stinson,
Claire Whaland.
Grade VI: Oliver Bailey, Evelyn Blanehard,
Winthrop Bourn, Donald Chartier, Wesley Crooker,
Doris Duerschmidt, Jeanette Durand, Mafalda
Grugnale, Allan Hasu, Leon Jacques, Ruth Moody,
Emily Moore, Charles Newbold, Elizabeth Rocca,
Frederick Rocca, Genevieve Rocca, Eleanor Schultz,
Louis Smith, Marion Woods.
Grade V: Joseph Calvetti, Evelyn Duerschmidt,
Jane Duerschmidt, Frances Gatto, Lawrence Gerry,
Barbara Gibbons, Marilyn Hutchinson, Walter
Johnson, Lloyd Manning, Madeline Newbold, Edna
Poisson, Hugo Silveri, Edward Tarbell, Stewart
Tocher, Raymond Wright.
Grade IV : Forrest Bowler, Harry Buxton,
Nancy Crooker, Elinor Curtis, Robert Chartier, Ed-
ward Galletly, Theodore Hutchinson, Dorothy Lor-
den, Rose McEntee, John Muro, Mabel Parkhurst,
John Smith, Donald Stimson, Marie Stimson, Bar-
bara Waterman.
Grade III: Beverly Caswell, Richard Deans,
Marshall Gallagher, Donald Jacques, Theodore
Rocca, Barbara Schultz, Kenneth Taylor, John Tor-
torelli.
Grade II: Charlotte Bishop, Leroy Bishop, Gor-
don Bowler, Dona Mackenzie, Dominic Rocca,
Elaine Wilson.
Grade I: Ernest Barrett, Jacqueline Bianchi,
Marie Calvetti, Robert Gagnon, John Murphy,
Grace Newbold, Virginia Wasto.
Laurel School: None.
Osgood School: Arthur Hendrickson, Arthur
Rafter, Robert Rafter.
Pine Valley School : Theresa Blanchette, Rose-
marie Manning.
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RETURN OF SCHOOL CENSUS
September 1935
Ernando DiVittori, Enumerator
Number of boys enumerated 5 to 16 360
Number of girls enumerated 5 to 16 338
Total enumerated 5 to 16 698
Number 5 to 8 not in school 37
Number 8 to 14 not in school 3
Number 14 to 16 not in school 4
Number 5 to 16 registered in Milford schools,
September 30, 1935 712
Number 5 to 16 attending school outside Milford 4
Number 5 to 16 who live in other towns attend-
ing Milford schools 62
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REPORT OF HEADMASTER OF HIGH SCHOOL
To Harold C. Bales, Superintendent of Schools, Mil-
ford, N. H.:
I herewith submit my first annual report as
Headmaster of Milford High School.
Enrollment
The total enrollment through January 31, 1936
was 398, as compared with 406 for the same period
last year. The membership January 31, 1936 was
370, while at the same date last year there were
382. Of the enrollment January 31, 205 were girls
and 165 were boys, distributed according to age
and grade as follows:
Ages
GRADES
10 11 12 P.O. Totals
10-11 Girls 1 1
Boys
11-12 Girls 6 6
Boys 9 9
12-13 Girls 18 4 22
Boys 22 3 1 26
13-14 Girls 6 20 12 1 39
Boys 4 20 4 28
14-15 Girls 2 4 27 15 1 49
Boys 8 18 1 1 28
15-16 Girls 2 5 26 8 41
Boys 2 6 9 15 4 36
16-17 Girls 1 1 7 13 2 24
Boys 1 1 5 4 4 3 18
17-18 Girls 1 1 12 14
Boys 4 9 13
18-19 Girls 4 3 1 8
Boys 1 5 6
19-20 Girls 1 1
Boys 1 1
Grand Totals 71 69 82 71 41 35 1 370
Girls 33 31 45 49 28 18 1 205
Boys 38 38 37 22 13 17 165
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Enrollment by Curricula
For grades IX-XII the enrollment by curricula
as of January 31, 1936 was as follows:
Grades IX X XI XII Totals
Commercial—Girls 24 23 15 7 69
Boys 2 1 1 4
Academic—Girls 16 16 3 3 38
Boys 4 4 5 2 15
Mechanic Arts—Boys 28 14 8 6 56
General—Girls 4 9 8 8 29
Boys 4 4 2 8 18
Totals 82 71 41 35 229
It may be seen from the above table that of the
229 pupils in the four upper grades 32% are in the
commercial curriculum, 25% in mechanic arts, 23%
in academic, and 20% in the general curriculum.
Tuition Pupils 1935-1936
On January 31, 1936 there were 55 tuition pu-
pils as compared with 53 at that time last year and
46 two years ago. They were distributed by grades
and towns as follows:
By Grades: VII, 3; VIII, 7; IX, 18; X, 12; XI,
13; XII, 2; total 55.
By Towns: Amherst, 3; Brookline, 18; Green-
field, 1; Greenville, 11; Lyndeboro, 3; Mont Ver-
non, 19 ; total 55.
Activities February 1935 to February 1936
Monadnock Basketball League:
Both boys and girls were represented in the
leagues by good teams. The Milford boys finished
in a tie for third place with Wilton. Peterboro won
the title, closely followed by Appleton Academy.
The strength of the boys' league was shown when
both Appleton and Peterboro were finalists for the
Class "B" state title at the University of New
Hampshire tournament with Appleton Academy
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coming out on top. In the girls' league Peterboro
was the victor with Milford finishing in fourth
place. The Peterboro girls were defeated by Keene
in the finals of the annual tournament held at Pet-
erboro in March.
The Townsend Tournament:
The Milford High School boys' team entered the
tournament sponsored by the Fitchburg Y. M. C. A.
for small high schools. The Milford boys won the
tournament after defeating Groton, Ayer, and
Westford, and then Wilton in the finals. There
were fourteen teams entered and the power of the
Monadnock League was again demonstrated when
three teams of the league won the right to enter the
semi-finals and the victor of the tournament decid-
ed by the game between Milford High School and
Wilton High School. Each boy on the victorious
Milford team was presented with a silver basketball
and the school received a trophy in the form of a
silver cup.
The girls of Milford High School basketball
team were represented at this tournament by mem-
bers of the team taking part in a foul shooting con-
test in competition with girls from seven other
schools. The Milford girls won first in this contest
and the school was awarded a trophy for the high-
est percentage. Margaret Young and Virginia
Hardy were awarded silver basketballs when they
won second and third place respectively. A girl
from Lunenburg, Massachusetts, High School won
the contest.
Senior Class Trip:
A party of thirty-six made up of members of
the senior class with Miss Stella Smith, class ad-
viser, and Mr. Raymond Crosby as chaperones left
Milford Monday morning, April 22, 1935, for a four
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day trip with New York City as the destination and
center of activities. Among the points of interest
visited were Upper and Lower New York City,
Radio City, the Museum of Natural History, and
the Empire State Building.
Scholarship Day:
The seventh annual scholarship day sponsored
by the State Department of Education was held
May 4, 1935. Teams from the many different high
schools in the state meet each spring at the normal
schools at Plymouth and Keene. Here tests are tak-
en by teams of three pupils from each school. No
school may enter more than three teams and these
teams must compete in different subjects. The final
positions are estimated after considering tests taken
at both normal schools.
Milford High School was represented by teams
in Arithmetic and United States Constitutional His-
tory. The Arithmetic team won second place while
the History team was third in competition with
other schools in the state. The Arithmetic team was
represented by Grace Mixer, Barbara Cutts and
Shirley Jewett; Ruth Falconer, Elaine Kimball and
Lester Perham competed in History. The showing
of these pupils is commendable especially since it
was the second successive year in which the arith-
metic team has placed.
Junior Prom:
The annual Junior Prom was the usual fine
affair. This was given at the Town Hall on May 10,
1935. Music was by Doug Newton and his orchestra
of Brattleboro, Vermont. Mr. Carl W. Talbot,
Junior class adviser, was in charge of arrangements.
Prize-Speaking :
The nineteenth annual Kaley Prize-Speaking
Contest was held in the Town Hall on Friday even-
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ing, May 24, 1935. This affair was again ably di-
rected by Miss Flora Abbiati before a large and ap-
preciative audience. We regret the passing of our
very generous donor, General Frank E. Kaley, who
has made this valuable activity possible in years
past by providing all funds for this endeavor. We
trust this contest has given him much pleasure. It
has greatly enhanced the value of prize-speaking
to all those who have taken part in previous years.
The continuance of this worthy contest in the future
is assured by the generosity of General Kaley. May
our prize-speaking endeavors serve as a monument
to the memory of this great man.
As usual eight speakers, four girls and four
boys, were selected from the entire sophomore class
who participated in the preliminary contest. Those
who were selected were: Hazel Stickney, Antoin-
ette D'Amato, Ruby Silva, Lois Merrill, Roger
Morse, Alan Jasper, Harry Tostevin and Joseph
Cassarino. First prizes of eight dollars each were
won by Antoinette D'Amato and Roger Morse.
Ruby Silva and Alan Jasper were awarded second
prizes of four dollars each. Each of the other con-
testants received two dollars. The judges were Mrs.
Donald Davis and Miss Bertha Piper of Amherst
and Mr. Frank Reagan of Mont Vernon.
Monadncck Baseball League:
The Milford High School boys were represented
by a strong team in a league of the usual six teams.
Milford lost two games in league competition and
finished in second place. Peterboro was first. Coach
Hamel's boys played a schedule of twelve games
and won nine games.
Graduation:
Graduation exercises were held at the Town
Hall on Wednesday, June 19, 1935, at eight o'clock.
Forty Seniors were awarded diplomas by Mr. Jesse
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J. Morgan, Headmaster of Milford High School.
Their names and present occupations follow:
Boak, Beverly Milford Hospital, Milford, Mass.
Boucher, Mary Memorial Hospital, Worcester
Bourn, Theodore Dartmouth College
Brown, Kenneth People's Laundry
Buckley, Veronica Memorial Hospital, Nashua
Carpentier, Rudolph Machine Shop, Providence
Corey, Gladys Northeastern School of Commerce,
Portland, Maine
Cutts, Barbara Dyer's Drug Store
Enderson, Homer Road Construction
Falconer, Ruth Simmons College, Boston
Flores, Florence Simmons College, Boston
Gangloff, Dana At Home
Griffiths, Barbara
Miss Pierce's Secretarial School, Boston
Hasu, Edith Farm Bureau Office, Milford
Jewett, Shirley Bryant College, Providence
Johnson, Ellen Concord Business College, Concord
Kirby, Virley Wilfred Beauty Academy, Boston
Kimball, Elaine Married
Mason, Elsie At Home
McCue, James Milford Textile Corporation
Mcintosh, Ruth At Home
Mixer, Grace Cabinet Office, Milford
O'Brien, Robert Cushing Academy, Ashburnham
O'Connell, Catherine Wolf Manufacturing Co.
Palm, Aino Boston University, Boston
Peavey, Barbara Syracuse University, Syracuse
Perham, Lester
Corres. Course, Oxford Institute, Philadelphia
Putnam, Harold C. C. C. Camp
Robinson, Gregory At Home
Sibley, Ethel County Hospital, Grasmere
Sonn, Marion At Home
Stone, Winona Housework
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Talbot, Frederick First National Store, Milford
Teachout, Doris At Home
Todd, Harold At Home
Wheeler, Howard Crosby Farm Dairy
Wheeler, Mark Wentworth Institute, Boston
Wilkins, Mildred Sweet Shop, Milford
Williams, Doris
Part Time, McLellan's Store, Milford
Wolffer, William At Home
We have a well-balanced social and athletic
program in operation in the school under present
conditions. Besides the interscholastic athletic con-
tests each class sponsors a number of plays, dances,
and parties. Class budgets are drawn up this year
as in the past and the various affairs serve a very
important function in worthwhile educational pur-
suits.
Football :
The Milford High School football team for this
year played a schedule of games composed of teams
of the following schools: St. John's of Concord;
Woodbury High of Salem; Pinkerton Academy of
Derry; Sanford, Maine, High; Chelmsford, Massa-
chusetts, High ; Stearns School of Mont Vernon,
and the Alumni. Although a squad of twenty-eight
boys reported at the beginning of the season only
twenty completed the year. The squad was light
and inexperienced and as a result only one game
was won. Coaches Crosby and Keach were kept
busy with the material available.
Freshman Hallowe'en Party:
This activity was held on Friday, October 25,
1935, at the Finnish Hall. The program consisted
of individual and group performances in music and
dancing followed by a play. Dancing and refresh-
ments completed an evening of much gaiety for the
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large number in attendance. Miss Elvie Teeri, class
adviser, was largely responsible for the success of
the party.
Senior Play:
On Friday, November 8, 1935, the annual senior
play was given before a fairly good-sized audience.
Although financially none too successful "The
Whippersnappers," by Row, Peterson and Com-
pany, was very well done by all members of the
cast. The play was coached by Miss Erma Andrews
assisted by Mr. Carl W. Talbot, class adviser.
Music:
Under the supervision of Miss Kathryn Hein-
rich, the music department has become a vital
phase of the training of the pupils in Milford High
School. One hour of vocal music each week is a
required assignment for grades VII and VIII. The
offering in the high school grades includes glee club
work, music appreciation, orchestra, and band. Al-
though adequate time is not available for the full
realization of the music program the lengthened
class period in combination with the daily activity
period has helped to add value to this effort. Each
unit has two meetings a week and credit toward a
diploma is allowed for the pupils engaging in the
work. The glee club has an enrollment of sixty-five,
while the band and orchestra enrolls about twelve
members each. The membership of the music ap-
preciation class is small due mainly to lack of time
during the regular school day. However, music ap-
Dreciation assemblies are to be conducted during
the spring, the purpose of which will be to stimu-
late the interest of the pupils in good music. The
band played at each home football game, and is an
important unit at each basketball game played in
Milford. A very fine Christmas pageant was pre-
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sented by the music department in combination
with the high school dramatic club before the en-
tire school and several visitors.
In April a music program will be offered to the
public, the proceeds of which will be used to buy
more instruments for the different musical units.
Before the objectives of our musical department
can be fully attained more equipment is needed.
The support of the townspeople for this spring pag-
eant is earnestly solicited so we may meet the needs
of our boys and girls in this respect.
Health:
Miss Elizabeth M. Murphy, Supervisor of
Health of the State Department of Education, gave
our health program good impetus by her talk be-
fore the Union gathering in September.
This year Miss Venita Carter, school nurse,
visits the school regularly each week to keep in
touch with the health conditions of pupils and
teachers. More time than usual was devoted to the
physical examinations by Miss Carter and Doctor
Hinds, and each pupil and teacher has been thor-
oughly examined. During the time of these exam-
inations, Miss Murphy visited our school and we
were benefitted by her assistance.
Basketball :
Both girls and boys are represented by fine
teams and are members of the Monadnock Basket-
ball Leagues. Miss Phyllis Forbes, girls' coach, and
Mr. Elliott Keach, coach of the boys, have guided
their charges in such a manner as to have won a
major share of victories while at the same time
good clean sport has been the result.
Assemblies:
Because the seating capacity of the assembly
hall is so limited it is necessary to have grades VII-
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IX and X-XII as separate groups for assemblies.
Each group has one regular assembly a week on
different days, and although the programs to date
have been very worthwhile, a great deal of im-
provement would be possible were these groups
combined into one. The administration of two as-
semblies on separate days is difficult especially on
the matter of planning for outside speakers. Among
the programs presented to date are : Slides on Lost
River by Superintendent Bales, programs by Girl
Scouts, Dr. S. W. Grafflin, noted lecturer, Dr. Ab-
bott Winograd of Nashua, Wilton High School
group, lecture on Yellowstone National Park by
Rev. Casson, Rev. Leonard B. Allen, Armistice pro-
gram by Rev. R. R. Denison and Major Philip Pot-
ter, programs by Boy Scouts and Sea Scouts, "pep"
meetings for football and basketball, and programs
by the Dramatic Clubs.
To parallel the athletic contests in which we
engage with the other schools, exchange of assem-
blies with Hollis High, Amherst High, and Wilton
High is planned to increase the good feelings which
already exist between the schools.
The new dark curtains for the assembly hall
have made it possible to use the room for pictures
and slides in a very fine manner. More lectures of
this kind are planned for in the coming weeks. The
only real handicap to this sort of assembly is that of
poor ventilation. Some discomfort is experienced
while the room is darkened and the curtains drawn,
although the new ventilators have improved condi-
tions.
The School Library:
Under the direction of Miss Elvie Teeri, the of-
fice practice class has carried on a very important
project in connection with our school library. A
new system has been established, each book has
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been numbered, shelves marked, and a card cat-
alog made. Every book is now accounted for each
period of the day. Our library facilities are not
ideal. The space devoted to it is not enough, but
what we have is well organized. New volumes will
be welcome. A good school library is an index to a
progressive school system.
Teachers and Subjects 1935-1936
(Number indicates years of service in Milford)
Abbiati, Flora R. (5th). French, English, Prize-
Speaking.
Allen, Alva Zer (1st). Geography, Science, Alge-
bra.
Andrews, Erma L. (10th). English, History Dra-
matics.
Brown, Marguerite K. (4th). Mathematics.
Crosby, Raymond A. (2nd). Mechanic Arts, Physi-
cal Education.
Erickson, Edward I. (1st). Headmaster, Algebra,
Geometry (also four years as submaster and
physical education). ,
Forbes, Phyllis M. (6th). History, Economics, So-
ciology, Physical Education.
French, Ruth D. (9th). English.
Heinrich, Kathryn M. (2nd). English, Music, Band,
Orchestra, Prize-Speaking.
Herlihy, Alice F. (17th). History, Civics and Occu-
pations.
Horace, Regis A. (2nd). Bookkeeping, Typewrit-
ing, Civics and Occupations.
Keach, Elliott W. (1st). Science, Chemistry, Physi-
cal Education.
Putnam, Elmore K. (1st). English, Geography,
Latin.
Smith, Stella E. (8th). Home Economics, Nursing
and Physiology, The Home.
Talbot, Carl W. (16th). Mechanic Arts.
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Teerie, Elvie L. (1st). Shorthand, Typewriting, Of-
fice Practices, Junior Business Training.
Change in the School Day
This year we have been operating under a five-
period schedule instead of six or seven periods as
in past years. Under the old plan periods were
forty minutes in length but under the five-period
plan regular class periods are one hour long. There
are several reasons why this arrangement seems
desirable and the chief reason is that it tends to a
definite decrease in the amount of home study
that would be expected of the pupils with no de-
crease in the efficiency of the results.
This year school begins at 8:18 in order to pro-
vide for three one-hour class periods, a recess
period, and a short activity period before the noon
intermission. In the afternoon there are two regu-
lar sixty-minute periods followed by a special
period from 3:07 to 3:30.
One reason of paramount importance why the
new arrangement is an advancement over the old
order is that during this special period from 3:07
to 3:30 a great amount of work is accomplished
with the pupils. For those pupils who are in good
scholastic standing school is dismissed at 3:05.
Those who wish to avail themselves of extra help
because of absence or difficulty are welcome to re-
main. Pupils who receive warnings or who are low
in their class work are required to report at this
time for individual help. There is opportunity for
all classes to meet during this period and it is not
thought of as a punishment for being low in class
work but rather as an opportunity period for those
who want and need help. School actually closes at
3:30 in the afternoon.
A pupil with an average load of four subjects
will have one free sixty-minute period for study.
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The teachers plan to devote part of the class period
discussing the day's assignment and presenting new
subject matter. The remainder of the time is util-
ized in supervising a study of new topics.
The objectives of this new arrangement have
not been entirely realized as yet since it takes time
for both teachers and pupils to become accustomed
to it but the plan seems to be well thought of by
both pupils and teachers. The five-period plan
tends to decrease home study; it is more efficient;
and it gives more time for pupils and teachers to
work together on each particular subject.
The goal to which we are striving on the matter
of home study is none for grades seven and eight,
a little for grades nine and ten, and necessarily a
little more for the other two grades. The two grades
of the junior high school are for the most part free
from home study at the present time and with the
perfection of the plan the high school grades will
be lessened in this respect. Of course for some pu-
pils it is necessary that they do a certain amount of
home study so they may keep up with the regular
class work.
We cannot abolish home work entirely. With a
school day of five or six hours, and a typical indi-
vidual program of four or more studies besides oth-
er desirable activities and requirements, the avail-
able time in school for study is not enough to master
assigned lessons even though they may be most
wisely planned. Systematic, outside study must fol-
low.
This is especially true for the more advanced
grades and for those pupils whose education will
be continued in post-secondary institutions.
Education is not shop work confined to the
school building and its time schedule, but it is a
process of complete training that should affect the
whole time and life of every pupil. The chief busi-
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ness of every student is his education, to which
other interests should be subordinated. The acute
problem for youth today is how to minimize the
harmful effects of outside distractions that are
often the real cause of trouble. A reasonable
amount of home study may greatly help solve this
particular problem.
One handicap under which we have been labor-
ing during the past year is the lack of adequate
class room space. Some of our classes meet in rooms
that are not well adapted for these particular class-
es. All of the science classes cannot use the labor-
atory; for example, one biology class is held in the
kitchen one day a week and in a recitation room
other than the laboratory during two other days.
Algebra and history classes use rooms which are
not well suited for them since those rooms cannot
contain the reference books, charts, and maps
which are so necessary in these classes.
With the hiring of a regular teacher to take the
place of the cadets we have had in past years the
question of overloading of the teachers with duties
of teaching is not as great as it might be. However,
some teachers are carrying a far greater load than
what is desirable even now.
Since the entering seventh grade during the
next three years at least will be about the same as
our present seventh grade it would be very advan-
tageous if there were three sections of seventh and
eighth grade classes instead of two as we have now.
Our present two sections are too large for efficient
teaching and administration. It is hoped to be able
to change teaching assignments and the time table
to accommodate this very necessary change.
Directly after morning recess each day we have
an activity period of slightly less than a half hour
in length. During this time there is a regular
schedule of activities in which the pupils take part.
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It is during this period that we have our assembles
;
glee club, band, and orchestra rehearsals; drills in
arithmetic and spelling fundamentals; rehearsals;
and club work.
With this activity period these latter units have
increased in importance in meeting the needs of
those pupils so interested. We have several fine
clubs which are contributing vitally to the educa-
tional opportunities of our school. Some of these
groups include the arts and crafts, travel, camera,
sports, dramatic, stamp, and school magazine clubs.
Each club has a member of the faculty as its adviser
and the aim of each unit is to teach vitalized citi-
zenship. Besides being a source of recreation, club
work teaches in a real way how each member may
best work, play and live with every other member
of the group.
Some of the reasons why this activity period is
very valuable are because (1) it furnishes the pu-
pils with a period of recreation, (2) it teaches
worthy use of leisure time, (3) many of the activi-
ties have a direct relationship to out of school ac-
tivities, and (4) the informal group meetings give
the pupils a chance to mingle with other pupils and
teachers in purposeful and meaningful activities.
The New Report Card
Instead of the customary card, we are using a
report card that is entirely unlike its predecessor.
The symbols of A, B, C, and D, with their accom-
panying numerical equivalents at ten point inter-
vals have given way to the use of other symbols.
The letters now used and their meaning are : H
—
denoting superior work in quality and quantity and
an excellent attitude, G—denoting good creditable
work, P—denoting fair work, W—denoting poor
grade of achievement which may lead to failure if
improvement is not shown, and F—denoting fail-
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ure. Marks which are used supplementary to the
above are: K—capable of doing much better, I—im-
provement, and U—poor attitude. (Thus a PK in
a subject means that the pupil is doing fair work
but is capable of doing a great deal better.) These
symbols do not stress the attainment of an absolute
percentage of accomplishment by the pupil but
rather a relative scale of accomplishment based on
the pupil's ability and capacity. The, outstanding
features of this new card are: (1) it contains more
information for the parents and pupils, (2) it em-
phasizes effort and attitude rather than the attain-
ment of an absolute numerical average, (3) it gives
credit to those doing exceptional work, but what is
as important, it enables those who are doing their
level best to receive due credit, (4) in the instruc-
tion in English it gives a more detailed rating of
four different important phases of the subject, viz.,
Grammar, Oral, Written, and Literature, and (5)
it tends in the direction of the preparation of de-
sirable traits of citizenship which are so essential
to successful living in today's world.
Any parents who may wish to discuss these new
report cards and their use will be welcome at any
time.
Needs
This report would not be complete were noth-
ing said on the matter of needs. No institution is
perfect. We have a fine school with a good student
body and a good corps of teachers. In spite of that
fact many of our girls and boys leave school before
the time is right that they should. The place of the
youth of today is in school for there is no place for
them in industry. The opportunity of an education
comes but once in the life of an individual and we
want our girls and boys to avail themselves of that
opportunity. If we wish our pupils to remain in
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school, we must make our institution the best pos-
sible. The reason why we cannot keep more pupils
in school for the period up to graduation is that we
lack certain essentials. These necessities center
about (1) building needs, (2) a well rounded cur-
riculum adapted to the needs and interests of the
community, (3) maintenance of a certain standard
of instruction.
Our building needs center about adequate class
rooms, a well-lighted and ventilated assembly hall,
and facilities for caring for our seventh and eighth
grades in three sections each. One of the ways in
which these changes can be brought about is by the
addition of a gymnasium. If we could provide a
gymnasium for the school the space now used for
our assembly hall might be used for class room
space. Provision would also be allowed for better
domestic arts facilities, much needed library space,
better cloak rooms; and the combination gym-
nasium and auditorium would give us the oppor-
tunity of meeting together as a unit for assembly
purposes. Our school would be better organized.
Besides facilities for accommodating the student
body our curriculum could be better balanced than
it is at present. If the pupil mortality is higher
than it should be there must be a reason. With our
present facilities we cannot give the growing girl
and boy the type of offering desired. We need a
well-balanced health program in our school. How-
ever, our health and physical facilities are poor at
the most. Were we to renovate the building and
add the necessary improvements the possibility of
a modernized curriculum, one that would be more
adapted to present day needs, would be more of a
certainty than under present conditions.
Our standards compare favorably with other
schools. However, we cannot expect this condition
to hold true unless a definite salary schedule is
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adopted. Good teachers mean good schools and
we cannot hope to retain the good teachers which
we need in our schools if we do not attempt to main-
tain salaries so we may compete with other com-
munities, to attract and keep good teachers.
May I suggest in closing that our schools are
your schools. Only by cooperation of the public,
parents, and teachers can we succeed in making the







REPORT OF SCHOOL PHYSICIAN
To the School Board of Milford, New Hampshire:
The following is the annual report of the medi-
cal inspection made November 1935.
Number examined: Pupils 798; Teachers 30;
Janitors 1 ; Other Employees 1.
Defects

























REPORT OF SCHOOL NURSE
To Harold C. Bales, Superintendent of Schools,
Milford, N. H.:
I herewith submit my fourth annual report of
the school health work in Milford, it being the six-
teeth year of this work.
The annual medical inspection was made in No-
vember by Dr. Hinds. A tabulated report of de-
fects will be given on another page.
Three hundred and one schoolroom visits have
been made during the past year for health instruc-
tion, classroom inspection and special attention to
the needs of individual children. Home visits have
been made whenever necessary for health prob-
lems and corrective work. Social service and wel-
fare needs manifested by these visits have been at-
tended to through donations and the local Red
Cross Chapter.
Twelve lessons on Home Hygiene and Care of
the Sick were taught to the girls of the Nursing and
Physiology class in the High School.
The State Board of health cooperated by con-
ducting a toxoid clinic for the pre-school and school
children up to eight years of age to immunize them
against diphtheria. Twenty-three pre-school and
sixty-four school children were inoculated at this
time.
The number of unvaccinated pupils in school
without the proper excuse has increased to forty-
one this year. This increase is somewhat due to
having had children transfer to our schools from
states where vaccination is not compulsory. A vac-
cination clinic will be held in the spring for those
who wish to become immunized.
Milk was furnished to the undernourished chil-
dren during the winter months of 1934-35 by funds
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given by the Federal Government through the State
Board of Education.
Cod liver oil has been distributed to the pre-
school and school children needing it. This was
donated through local clubs and societies.
Eye examinations will be made later, although
some visul corrections have been made by Drs. Nut-
ter and Babbitt of Nashua.
Tonsil cases were taken to Grasmere Hospital
during July, August and October.
Plans are being made for a dental clinic to be
held for the benefit of the Junior High and High
School children during the spring term 1936. This
can be realized only through local financial sup-
port. We hope to see our motto ''Better Teeth" ma-
terialize.
We have had many cases of chicken pox, Ger-
man measles and common colds during the year.
The number of contagious diseases could be greatly
decreased if the parents would cooperate with the
schools and keep children home when the slightest
appearance of illness occurs.
In order to maintain good health it is necessary
for the parents, schools and health authorities to
work together. Our goal: Good health for each
child. We shall continue to strive for it.
Respectfully submitted,




Report of Town Insurance Committee
February 26, 1936.
To the Inhabitants of the Town of Milford:
At the annual Town Meeting in March 1935, a
resolution was adopted as follows:
"BE IT RESOLVED : That a committee of nine
voters be appointed by the Moderator, including
one member each of the Board of Selectmen, Water
Commissioners, Library Trustees, and School Board,
to report at the next annual Town Meeting a pro-
posal for a definite policy to be adopted by the
Town in reference to adequate fire insurance on all
buildings and equipment owned by the Town."
Your Committee found it advisable to make a
survey of the fire insurance that had been carried
on town properties and it has not concerned itself
with any other type of insurance. The survey
showed that the Selectmen, School Board, Library
Trustees and Water Board had placed insurance
on the different properties but that the knowledge
of what type of insurance and the amounts of in-
surance was not centralized and the Committee
found it rather difficult to get definite information
on all of the insurance carried.
Our investigation showed that there was a total
of $15,500 insurance on the Town Building; $25,000
insurance on the High School Building; $5000 in-
surance on the boiler in the High School; $50,000
insurance on the Elementary School Building in ac-
cordance with the agreement under the bond issue;
$4400 insurance on the Pine Valley School Build-
ing; $2300 insurance on the Wason house; $6000
insurance on the Community House which was car-
ried by the Town under a special vote; and $5000
coverage on the contents of the Library.
The total cost to the Town of this insurance is
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$780.65 yearly. We found that apart from the
library contents coverage, there was no insurance
on the contents of the Town Building, or on the
contents or personal property in the High School
and Elementary School and we also found no fire
insurance on the pumping station or town barns.
Your Committee investigated the possibilities
of getting reduced rates on insurance which might
be termed "scheduled insurance," "blanket insur-
ance," "co-insurance," or "group insurance" in an-
ticipation that we might with a small additional
outlay get a great deal more insurance coverage. A
sub-committee made a trip to Concord for definite
information on that type of insurance.
We found that we could not get a reduced rate
on fire insurance on any of the town properties ex-
cept the Elementary and High Schools and the
Town Building.
For the purpose of getting suggested rates on.
these three buildings, we caused an inventory of
the properties to be made and found as a result of
the inventories that the combined values of the
Elementary School, High School and Town Build-
ing as real estate was $322,300 based on replace-
ment value less depreciation. An inventory of the
contents of these three buildings was placed at
$85,000.
In order to get a reduced rate of insurance on
these properties, it would be necessary to carry a
guaranteed coverage of 80% of the value of the
buildings and 90% of the contents and on that basis
if we guaranteed to carry $334,340 of insurance
we could get a probable 10 % discount in the rate.
This would mean an annual expenditure of $1970.64
for that amount of insurance on the three buildings
and their contents. To this would have to be added
approximately $200 yearly insurance cost on the
lesser properties on which insurance is now carried.
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It should properly be mentioned that these
cannot be exact figures of what the actual cost of
that insurance would be, but is the estimate of the
Secretary of the Board of Underwriters who gave
us suggestions as to the probable insurance, but
could not guarantee the rate item or the total in-
surance item until a formal application could have
been made to the Board of Underwriters, an ap-
praisal made under their direction and a definite
vote of the Board taken. We did, however, deem
the suggestions of the Secretary sufficient for our
purposes.
Your Committee reports the following as a pro-
posal for a definite policy to be adopted by the
Town in reference to adequate fire insurance on all
buildings and equipment owned by the Town:
"That the amount of insurance to be carried on
town and school properties be determined by a vote
of the Town Meeting and School Meeting at their
annual meetings."
Your Committee further reports and recom-
mends an adoption of a policy to continue with par-
tial loss coverage on the town owned property
rather than full or 80 % coverage and specifically
makes the following recommendations for your con-
sideration as to the amounts of insurance to be car-
ried:
"That no insurance be carried on the Laurel
School, the South Milford School, the Pumping Sta-
tion or the Town Barns.
"That the amount of insurance to be carried on
the Lull properties be left to the determination of
the Trustees of the Lull properties as has been done
in the past.
"That the insurance on the Community House
be continued at $6000 as it now is with the premium
to be paid by vote of the Town.
"That the insurance on the Wason house of
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$2300 and the Pine Valley School Building of $4400
be continued at their present amounts.
"That the insurance on the High School Build-
ing of $25,000 and on the Elementary School Build-
ing of $50,000 be continued in their present
amounts.
"That the insurance on the Town Building be
increased from $15,500 to $25,000."
It is the suggestion of the Committee that par-
tial loss coverage at an expense of less than $900
per year rather than full or 80% coverage at $2300
per year, is the advisable position for the Town to
take, at 'least for the present, in the belief that with
coverage raised to $25,000 on the Town Building
we will be covered in the full amount of any prob-
able fire loss.
It will be noted, in summary, that it is the senti-
ment of your Committee that the town and school
officials have shown reasonably sound judgment in
the amounts of insurance carried but that the Com-
mittee feels the responsibility for the amount of in-
surance carried should rest with the voters of the
town and school meetings rather than with the of-
ficials and that in this way insurance information
will be definitely available upon examination of the














Report of Library Committee
Milford, N. H., March 10, 1936.
To the Town of Milford
:
Your Committee appointed to suggest a site for
the erection of a new library building, to be provid-
ed from the Wadleigh Memorial Library Building
Fund, when such fund shall have accumulated to
the amount of One Hundred Thousand Dollars,
have considered the subject and beg leave to report
as follows:
Owing to depreciation of securities in the fund,
it appears that in the ordinary course of events, the
fund cannot be expected to be available in less than
five to eight years.
With changes that might occur during the
period of development of the fund in mind, the
Committee are of opinion that selection of a site
should not at this time be made.
We have drawn the appropriation of Five Hun-
dred Dollars allotted to us, from which Forty-seven
Dollars for legal matters and Two Dollars and
Forty-five Cents for stationery has been expended,
and deposited the balance of Four Hundred and
Fifty Dollars and Fifty-five Cents in the savings de-
partment of the Souhegan Bank.
We recommend the Committee be continued,
either with its present or other presonnel, in order














Amount used for part payment of the fuel bill. Bal-
ance of bill paid by rental of house and activities
of the House Committee.
LIVERMORE COMMUNITY HOUSE,





(This is a corrected statement of the summary,
printed on page 121 of this report, with corrections
made subsequent to the first audit.)
Dr.
Total amount received from Selectmen $10,870 49
Reimbursement from Town of Brookline 29 00
Total $10,899 49




Regular relief $8431 87
Soldiers aid (14 cases) 1485 94
Additional old age assistance
(medical care) 133 20
Administration expenses and
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Brought From Away and Buried in Town*





























Nov. 5, Quincy, Ms.
Nov. 6, Summit,
N. J.








































Of the Deaths in town in 1935, 20 were carried out of town
for burial: Amherst, 4; Bedford, 1; Boston, Mass., 1; Claremont, 1;
Hardwick, Vt., 1; Manchester, 1; Nashua, 1; Penacook, 1; Pep-
perell, Mass., 1; Quincy, Mass., 2; Reading, Mass., 1; Wilton, 5.
Thirteen were brought from away for burial. Some were long
ago residents.
Of the 55 Deaths recorded, 11 were between 80 and 90; 17 were
between 70 and 80; 10 between 60 and 70; 7 between 50 and 60;
2 between 40 and 50; 2 between 30 and 40; and 6 under 30. Of
these deaths 26 were male and 29 female. One or both parents
of 20 were born in other countries.
The Vital Statistics of a town are one of its most important
records, not merely for today but for generations to come. If ev-
eryone would see to it that the records of their families were fully
and correctly filled out on the Marriage, Birth, and Death certifl-
tates when handed in, it might be of great use to them or their
descendants at some future day, and a great help to us in mak-
ing out the records of today.
I hereby certify that the foregoing returns are correct accord-
ing to the best of my knowledge and belief.
HIRAM C. BRUCE,
Town Clerk.
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